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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Th,is  research evaluated and compared NOM fouling of membranes at

different !scales  of operation. The approach of this research was to interpret

NOM fouling in terms of NOM-membrane interactions. Two different sources

of surface water and two different membranes were tested to provide

variation in the intrinsic properties which affect NOM-membrane interactions.

Each water-membrane combination was tested at three different scales of

operation. Permeate flux declined through time and was attributed to the

development of a NOM gel layer on the membrane surface.

A mathematical gel-resistance model was developed to analyze the

NOM-membrane interactions and compare the test results at different scales

of operation. The model includes parameters related to properties of the

NOM, membrane, and feedwater. NOM was characterized in terms of

molecular weight (MW)  distribution and aromatic structure. Measured

feedwater properties include pH,  conductivity, and concentration of dissolved

organic carbon (DOC). Membranes were characterized in terms of molecul;ar

weight cutoff (MWCO) of the pores, surface charge, and hydrophobicity.

A.pplication  of the gel resistance model to the membrane test results

indicates that properties of the NOM, membrane, and feedwater can be



quantitatively related to NOM fouling and the resulting permeate flux decline

at each scale of testing. These quantitative relationships were observed at

different scales of testing: however, each scale of membrane operation

imposes unique operating conditions that also influence the test results, The

gel resistance model also provided a means for interpreting the differences in

test results due to the operational differences between each scale of testing.

The utility of the model lies in its potential use as a tool for predicting NOM

fouling and membrane performance at larger scales of operation.
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1 .O INTRODUCTION

The relevance of NOM to membrane treatment of drinking water is

two-fold:

1) During water treatment, chemical disinfectants used to destroy

pathogens react with NOM to form hazardous disinfection by-products

(DBPs)  which are regulated under U.S. EPA primary drinking water

regulations. Proposed regulations would require some water treatment

utilities to reduce NOM levels because they are precursors to DBP

formation. Reverse osmosis, nanofiltration, and to a lesser extent,

ultrafiltration membranes are effective in removing NOM, but they are

also susceptible to fouling as the NOM accumulates on and within the

membrane surface.

2) NOM is ubiquitous in drinking water supplies (especially surface

waters) and, therefore, frequently a source of fouling during membrane

treatment. NOM accumulates on and reduces the flux through

membranes with an effective pore size similar to or smaller than NOM

molecules (e.g., about 2000 relative molecular mass). Membranes of

tlhis porosity include reverse osmosis, nanofiltration, and some tight

ultrafiltration membranes. Typical pretreatment operations such as

coagulation, filtration, pH adjustment, and disinfection are used to

1



remove other types of foulants but they are usually not adequate to

control NOM.

Bench- and pilot-scale studies are the principal means for predicting

permeate flux decline and overall membrane performance at larger scales of

operation. The results of these studies provide the basis for membrane

selection, developing operation procedures, and estimating treatment cost.

Bench- and pilot-scale studies are now required under the U.S. EPA

Information Collection Rule (ICR) (1996a) for all water treatment plants and

utilities that serve over 100,000 persons (over 50,000 persons for

groundwater treatment plants) having an annual average total organic carbon

(TOC)  content greater than 4.0 mg/L (greater than 2.0 mg/L for groundwater

treatment plants). The purpose of this mandate is to obtain information on

the cost and feasibility of advanced water treatment to reduce the level of

DBP precursors (i.e., NOM measured as TOC).

The objective of this research was to compare and contrast NOM

fouling at different scales of membrane operation. A mathematical model

was developed to provide a tool for analyzing the NOM-membrane

interactions that influence NOM fouling and the resistance to permeate flow.

This resistance model also provides another means of predicting membrane

perfonance at larger scales of operation, which is also a goal of the ICR

effort.

2



2.0 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Factors that Influence NOM Fouling

Development of a gel resistance model requires an understanding of

the factors related to NOM fouling. Considerable research in this area has

revealed that the NOM accumulation at the membrane surface is dependent

on operating parameters (e.g., pressure, feedwater velocity) and properties of

the NOM, feedwater, and membrane (Cho, 1998).

Nanofiltration and ultrafiltration are pressure-driven processes, in

which water is forced to permeate the small membrane pores by the

application of pressure. The permeate flux rate is generally proportional to

the applied pressure until the accumulation of solutes in the concentration-

polarization layer reaches a threshold concentration that limits further

increases in flux (Porter, 1972).

The amount or thickness of solute accumulation is also dependent on

the flow hydrodynamics at the membrane surface. Increasing the Reynolds

number of the flow produces greater shear at the membrane surface causing

a reduction in the amount of foulant  material (Porter, 1972). A research study

evaluat’ed  nanofiltration using a stirred cell test apparatus and found that

decreasing the stirring speed caused a pronounced increase in concentration

3



polarization and NOM deposition on the membrane surface (Schafer, et al.,

1998). Various empirical correlations have been proposed to describe solute

concentration in the concentration-polarization layer as a function of the flow

velocity and channel geometry (Chapman-Wrlbert, et al., 1998).

A lower concentration of NOM in the feedwater suggests that the rate

of accumulation of NOM at the membrane surface will be slower and that less

fouling will occur in a given time period. A nanofiltration study found a

proportional relationship between the mass of NOM foulant  and the NOM

concentration in the feedwater (DiGiano,  1997). The size of solute foulants

relative to the pore size of the membrane is also a determining factor in the

amount of solute that is rejected by the membrane. NOM macromolecules

that are larger than the membrane pores will accumulate at the membrane

surface where they are subject to hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions

(Fu, et al., 1994).

Particles and solutes that foul in an aqueous medium tend to be

hydrophobic. Increasing hydrophobic character of the NOM and/or

membrane results in greater NOM adsorption on the membrane surface.

Hydrophobic NOM tends to aggregate as colloids because this lowers the

interfacial free energy (surface tension) due to surface area exposure.

Hydrophobic NOM favors attachment to any membrane material less

hydrophilic than water because less exposure can be achieved by attachment

4



to this surface. The hydrophobicity of a membrane can be characterized by

measuring the angle of contact between the membrane and a drop of water

on its surface (Zhang, et al., 1989).

NOM is comprised of a mixture of humic and non-humic fractions, the

former comprised of humic and fulvic acids. The hydrophobic character of

NOM resides primarily within the humic/fulvic  acid fraction (Jucker and Clark,

1994; Nilson  and DiGiano,  1996). The humic content of a water can be

described by its specific ultraviolet absorbance (SUVA). SUVA is defined as

ultraviolet absorption at 254 nm divided by the dissolved organic carbon

(DOC) concentration. Typically, SUVA at ~3 Urngem  indicates largely non-

humic (nonhydrophobic) material, whereas SUVA in the range of 4 - 5

Urngem  indicates mainly humic material (Krasner, et al., 1999).

Electrostatic interactions between the NOM, membrane, and dissolved

ions in the feedwater are a significant factor in NOM fouling. There is a

natural electrostatic repulsion between negatively-charged NOM and a

negatively-charge membrane. Previous studies have shown that NOM

fouling increases at low pH and high ionic strength of the feedwater as a

result of charge neutralization, electric double layer compression, and NOM1

complexation with dissolved ions (Schafer, et al., 1998; Braghetta, et al.,

1998; Braghetta, et al., 1997).



2.2 Comparison of Different Scales of Membrane Operation

Laboratory, bench- and pilot-scale membrane studies are conducted

on the basis that test results can be extrapolated to predict performance at

larger scales of operation. Federal regulations have been promulgated which

require some utilities to conduct bench- and pilot-scale studies for water

treatment (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1996a; 1996b).  Under

these circumstances it is important to compare and evaluate NOM fouling at

different scales of membrane operation. A project will be undertaken to

gather membrane operation data from full-scale membrane plants and

previously conducted pilot-scale studies to study their correlation (Allgeier,

1999).

Several studies have been completed that compare membrane

performance at different scales of operation. The New Jersey-American

Water Company conducted bench- and pilot-scale ICR studies of

nanofiltration treatment of surface water from the Passaic River in Millburn,

New Jersey (Ibrahim, et al., 1999). Comparison of the test results showed a

7% difference in the rejection of NOM between the bench and pilot scale.

Another study found that differences in membrane flux and rejection

characteristics between the bench and pilot scale can be caused by

variations in the membrane material inherent in the manufacturing process

6



(Gusses, 1999). The authors also concluded that bench-scale test results

should be representative of short-term performance at the pilot scale.

Nanofiltration of lake water and river water was compared at the bench

and pilot scales in two separate studies in Cincinnati, Ohio (Gusses, 1996;

Gusses, 1997). The membrane systems were operated at the same average

pressure, crossflow velocity, and recovery in each study. The specific fluxes,

amount of flux decline, and rejection characteristics were approximately the

same at each scale of operation in both of the studies.

Most studies have shown a good correlation between membrane

performance at different scales of operation; however, there are exceptions.,

A study conducted at Palm Coast, Florida compared the performance of a

pilot facility to a full-scale treatment plant using nanofiltration of groundwater

(Mulford and Taylor, 1997). The researchers concluded that the pilot facility

did not accurately predict the production decline of the full scale plant.

2.3 Mathematical Modeling of NOM Fouling

Relatively few studies have explored mathematical modeling of NOM

fouling. The AWWA Membrane Technology Research Committee recently

reported that “modeling of adsorptive fouling of membranes by NOM has

progressed little...” (American Water Works Association [AWWA], 1998).

7



Perhaps this is due to the large quantity and complexity of the parameters

that affect NOM fouling. One notable effort involved development of a

computer program to evaluate membrane performance in terms of operating

parameters and membrane configuration (Van der Meer, et al., 1997). The

program numerically solved a series of simultaneous equations with about 30

different parameters to model and optimize membrane productivity; however,

the model did not include parameters to evaluate flux decline due to NOM

fouling.

Another study used a similar approach with comparable complexity to

evaluate nanofiltration flux decline caused by NOM fouling (Tu, et al., 1997).

The resulting computer program calculates flux decline as a function of

operating parameters but does not account for the influence of NOM-

membrane interactions on NOM fouling.

8



3.0 OBJECTIVES

The principal objectives of this research are as follows:

. Develop a mathematical model of NOM fouling with respect to the

influence of NOM-membrane interactions.

. Evaluate and calibrate the NOM fouling model by applying it to actual

mlembrane  filtration tests.

. Utilize the model to evaluate and correlate NOM fouling at three

different scales of membrane operation.

9



4.0 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND ANALYSES

Membrane filtration tests were conducted using two source waters and

two membranes at three scales of operation. The amount and rate of NOM

fouling depends on properties of the source water, NOM, and membrane as

well as the operational conditions imposed by the test apparatus. The

laboratory analyses of these properties and the experimental methods for

membrane testing are described below.

4.1 Source Waters

Two sources of feedwater were employed to provide variation in the

NOM-feedwater properties which influence NOM fouling:

. Surface water from Horsetooth Reservoir (HT water) west of Fort

Collins, Colorado. Horsetooth Reservoir receives water from the

Colorado-Big Thompson Project which diverts water from the Colorado

River on the western slope of the Continental Divide.

. Surface water from the Colorado River (CR water) at Yuma, Arizona.

The average values of various water quality parameters for each of the

source waters are shown in Table 4.1.

10



Table 4.1 Average Composition of Source Waters

Parameter Unit HT Water* CR Water**

oH units 7.3 8.1

Ca
mg/L as
CaCO, 22 78

Mg

Na

K

HCO,

so4

Cl

mg/L

mg/L

mg/L

mg/L as
CaCO,

mglL

mg/L

1.4 2 9

1.9 100

3.8

- 140

2.9 2 7 1

1.1 84

ma/L 2.9 9.3

1 TDS 4 2 670

Turbidity NTU 2.5
*Provided bv Citv  of Fort Collins water.
**Provided by Yuma Desalting Plant

2.2

4.1.1 Pretreatment of Source Waters

Evaluation of NOM fouling requires the removal or treatment of other

potential sources of membrane fouling such as suspended particles, colloids,

bacteria:, and algae from the feedwater stream. The total organic carbon

(TOC) aontent  of a water is comprised of both dissolved and particulate

fractions. The dissolved organic carbon (DOC) fraction consists of

macromolecules of NOM that vary in size, structure, and charge; however,

their maximum size is considered to be about 0.45 pm,  NOM fouling that

results from particulate carbon (>0.45  pm)  is referred to as the ‘cake layer’

11



whereas NOM fouling that results from dissolved carbon (CO.45  urn) is

referred to as the “gel layer.” For all tests conducted, both feedwaters were

pretreated with a microfilter (0.30 - 0.45 urn,  depending on availability) to

remove particulate carbon and other potential foulants  that are larger than

dissolved NOM.

Scaling of the membrane surface can occur as dissolved salts become

more concentrated in the reject stream. Also, dissolved biological matter in

the feedwater may attach to and grow on the membrane or feed spacer which

leads to biofouling. These contaminants are not a concern for laboratory or

bench-scale tests which operate at low ~recovery  for a relatively short period

of time. Both scaling and biofouling are possible problems during pilot tests

which operate for longer time periods at a higher recovery.

Among the two feedwaters, only CR water has a positive Langelier

saturation index which indicates a potential for scaling. Therefore, the CR

water was pretreated with sulfuric acid to reduce the pH  to 7.0 for pilot tests

to avoid scaling. Both HT and CR feedwaters were disinfected using

chloramines at a dosage of about 1 mg/L to minimize biofouling of the

membranes. The above pretreatment of feedwaters was deemed adequate

to ensure that observations of flux decline could be primarily attributed to

NOM fouling.

1 2



4.1.2 Characterization of Feedwaters and NOM

The feedwaters were characterized with respect to electrostatic

properties. A temperature-compensated pH probe was used to measure the

concentrations of hydronium and hydroxyl ions that result from the

dissociation of water molecules. The ionic strength or total dissolved solids

(TDS) of the feedwaters was approximated using a conductivity meter to

measure their ability to conduct a current.

The amount and character of NOM varies between feedwaters. The

amount of NOM was measured as the concentration of DOC. A carbon

analyzer (TOC-5000, Shimadzu) was used to measure the DOC content of

the water samples. The hydrophobic fraction of DOC was measured as the

fraction of total NOM that adsorbed onto XAD-8 resin (Rohm and Haas,

Philadelphia) using an acidified sample of feedwater. Ultraviolet absorbance

(UVA) of NOM at 254 nm was measured using a spectrophotometer (UV-

160A,  Shimadzu). The ratio UVA,,,/DOC  is defined as the specific

absorbance (SUVA) and provides an index of the humic content and,

therefore, the hydrophobic character of the NOM. The molecular weight

(MW)  distribution of the NOM macromolecules was measured using a high-

pressure, size-exclusion chromatograph (SPD-GA, Shimadzu) with a Waters

Protein-Pak 125 column calibrated with polystyrene sulfonates.

13



4.2 Membranes

Two different membranes were used to provide variation in the

membrane properties that affect NOM fouling:

. Hydranautics 2540-UST-ESNA nanofiltration membrane (ESNA),

. Desal  GM-2540F1078 ultrafiltration membrane (GM).

4.2.1 Characterization of Membranes

Membrane properties that influence NOM-membrane interactions

include surface charge, hydrophobicity, and pore size. A commercial

electrokinetic measurement apparatus (EKA, Brookhaven Instruments Corp.)

was used to measure the zeta potential of the membrane surface. The zeta

potential provides an index of the membrane’s surface charge. The contact

angle between a drop of water and the membrane surface provides an

indication of the hydrophobic character of the membrane. The contact angles

were measured with a goniometer using the sessile drop method (Zhang et

al., 1989).

Differences in pore size between the two membranes were

approximated by their molecular weight cutoff (MWCO). The MWCO of the

membrane was determined by the membrane manufacturer by filtering a wide

size-range of non-charged polyethylene glycols (PEG) through the
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membrane. The MWCO of each membrane is defined as the MW of the

PEG that is 90% rejected by the membrane.

4.3 Membrane Testing Apparatus

The membranes and source waters described above were tested at

three different scales of operation:

. Laboratory  stirred cell

. Bench scale

. Pi’lot  scale

4.3.1 Laboratory Stirred Cell Tests

The feedwater was filtered through a membrane disk specimen within

a pressurized 200-mL  cylinder. A stirring propeller within the cylinder was

used to impart an angular flow across the membrane disk to simulate the

hydrodynamics in the bench- and pilot-scale tests. A schematic of the stirred

cell test apparatus is shown in Figure 4-l.

The stirred cell was operated in similar fashion to the standard

procedure for determination of the modified fouling index (Taylor and Jacobs,

1996). A continuous stream of pretreated feedwater from a 2-liter reservoir

was applied under pressure to the membrane disk in a dead-end filtration

mode causing the retentate to remain within the cylinder during this dead-end
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filtration test. The retained solute mixed with the incoming feedwater which

caused the NOM concentration within the stirred cell to steadily increase with

time. Under these conditions, NOM deposition and permeate flux decline

occurred rapidly and each test was completed within 24 hours.

4.3.2 Benlch-Scale Tests

An Osmonics SEPA CF membrane cell was used to conduct the

bench-scale filtration tests. The membrane cell consists of two rectangular

acrylic blocks which are used to sandwich a 155cm’,  flat-sheet membrane

specimerr  between the feed spacer and permeate carrier. Pressure was

applied to the blocks by a piston via compressed air while feedwater was

forced through the sealed membrane test cell using a variable speed pump.

The feedwater flowed across the flat membrane surface to simulate the

crossflow dynamics within spiral wound elements. The total run time for each

bench-scale membrane test was two weeks. A schematic of the bench-scale

test apparatus is shown in Figure 4-2.

4.3.3 Pil’ot-Scale Tests

The pilot-scale tests utilized standard 2.5 in. x 40 in. spiral wound

membrane elements within standard pressure vessels. The total run time for

each pilot-scale membrane test was three weeks. A schematic of the pilot-

scale test apparatus is shown in Figure 4-3.
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4.4 Testing Protocol

The two source waters and two membranes provided a total of four

water-membrane combinations. The four water-membrane combinations

were tested at each of the three scales of operations and are listed below:

. EC: ESNA membrane with CR water

. GC: GM membrane with CR water

. EH: ESNA membrane with HR water

. GH: GM membrane with HR water

The testing protocol was nearly the same for all three scales of testing.

Operating parameters for the membrane tests were set within the ranges

specified by the membrane manufacturers. The testing protocol and

operating parameters are described in the following sections.

4.4.1 Net Driving Pressure

Membrane tests were conducted under constant pressure to observe

flux decline due to NOM fouling. For all tests using the ESNA nanofiltration

membrane the applied pressure was 70 psi (483 kPa).  For all tests using the

GM ultrafiltration membrane, the applied pressure was 50 psi (345 kPa).  For

pilot-scale tests, the actual applied pressure varied f 15% of the target

pressure due to operational/equipment limitations.
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Rejlection  of dissolved solids produced an osmotic pressure differential

across the membrane opposite in direction to the applied pressure. The

osmotic pressure differential was estimated using the empirical correlations

below (Ho and Sirkar, 1992).

TDS  = 0.431[(1+  0.00438fi)C’.c’j (4.1)

(4.2)

where: c = conductivity, @/cm

ATT= osmotic pressure differential, psi

TDS, = average TDS of feedwater, mg/L

TDS, = average TDS of permeate, mg/L

The osmotic pressure was negligible for all tests using the GM

ultrafiltration membrane due to its low salt rejection. For all tests using the

ESNA nanofiltration membrane, the osmotic pressure was less than 3 psi,

with the (exception of the stirred cell test using CR water. For this test, dead.-

end filtration resulted in a substantial increase in osmotic pressure due to the

high TDS concentration of the feedwater and the high salt rejection of the

ESNA mlembrane.  The osmotic pressure for the EC test was estimated by a

mass ba,lance  of TDS using the 85% salt rejection specified by the
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manufacturer. The estimated osmotic pressure was subtracted from the

applied pressure to yield the net driving pressure for each data point.

The applied pressure was taken as the feedwater inlet pressure for the

stirred cell and bench-scale tests. The applied pressure for pilot-scale tests

was estimated as the average of the feedwater inlet and concentrate outlet

pressures. The permeate stream exited to atmospheric pressure for all three

scales of operation.

4.4.2 Feedwater Flow Rate

The research objective of evaluating NOM-membrane interactions in

terms of their respective properties at different scales of operation requires

hydrodynamic similitude between each scale of operation. Variations in

hydrodynamics at the membrane surface were minimized by maintaining the

same, constant feedwater velocity for all tests. For bench- and pilot-scale

tests, the feedwater flow rate was set to achieve a crossflow velocity of 20

cm/s. The corresponding feedwater flow rates were calculated as follows:

Q,  = VA, (4.3)

(4.4)
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where: Q, = feedwater flow rate, cm%

v = crossflow velocity, 20 cm/s

Aen  = effective cross-sectional area, cm’

w = width of active membrane, cm

b = effective channel height, cm

The effective channel height, h,,,  was calculated as the spacer

thickness multiplied by the porosity of the spacer.

Thse hydrodynamics at the membrane surface are significantly different

for the stirred cell test apparatus because it operates in a dead-end filtration

mode, i.e., the feedwater flow rate is equal to the permeate flow rate. For

these tests, 0, was set to a value that provided a flux rate similar to the flux

rates observed at the bench- and pilot-scale tests.

Crossflow conditions were simulated by stirring the cell contents with a

rotating magnetic stir bar. The speed of stirring has a significant effect on the

mass transfer coefficient which influences the development of the

concentr,ation-polarization  and gel layers. A recent study of nanotiltration

using stirred and unstirred cells (Schafer, et al., 1998) found that the mass

transfer coefficients varied from 0.14 E-6 ms’  at 0 rpm to 2.18 E-6 ms-’  at

560 rpm,,  The current study employed a stirring speed of 300 rpm for all

stirred cell tests to meet the objective of consistency between tests and to
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achieve a relatively high flow rate across the membrane surface. No attempt

was made to correlate stirring speed with the crossflow hydrodynamics

utilized in the bench- and pilot-scale tests. The feedwater flow rates for each

scale of testing were:

. Laboratory stirred cell, Q, = 2.0 x 1O-3  Umin

. Bench scale, Q, = 7.0 x IO-’ Umin

. Pilot scale, Q, = 1.1 x IO’ Umin

The actual feedwater flow rates varied f 15% of the target rates due to

operational/equipment limitations (especially at the pilot scale). Flow rates

were regulated using the pumps and valves shown on the flow schematics

(Figure 4-1,  4-2, and 4-3).

4.4.3 initial Clean Water Flux

Prior to commencing each test, deionized water was introduced at the

pressure and flow rate specified above to determine the initial permeate flux

rate of the clean membrane (i.e., clean water permeability). Flux rates

observed thereafter during the test were compared to the initial flux rate to

determine the rate of NOM fouling of the membrane surface.
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The,  flux rate of a membrane is greatest when it is first put into

operation. The virgin membrane undergoes a process referred to as “setting”

or “compression” during the initial hours of operation in which the flux rate

gradually decreases and approaches a steady-state value. The amount of

time required for completion of the setting process varies with the type of

membrane and the applied pressure. Protocol for bench-scale membrane

tests pursuant to the ICR (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 199613)

recommends initial membrane operation with “...laboratory  clean water until

the change in the MTC, (mass transfer coefficient of water) over a 12 hour

period is less than 4%.”

Th’e current study observed clean water flux rates for the ESNA and

GM membranes prior to each test for a period between 3 to 10 hours. It was

determined that no significant flux decline occurred after a period of about 3

hours. Similar results were obtained in a recent study using the same

membranes (Cho, 1998).

Clean-water flux rates were evaluated only at the pressures specified

for testing using the source waters (i.e., 70 and 50 psi for the ESNA and GM

membranes, respectively). The clean-water flux rates subsequent to setting

were used to calculate the hydraulic resistance of each membrane. These

membranes were then used for testing with the source waters to observe the

change in resistance due to gel layer formation. Completion of the
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membrane setting process was required to be able to distinguish between the

hydraulic membrane and gel layer resistances. Clean water flux data for

each of the tests conducted (see Appendix) indicate that setting was

complete prior to testing with the source waters.
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5.0 DEVELOPMENT OF GEL RESISTANCE MODEL

Onle of the primary objectives of this research was to develop a

resistance model for NOM fouling of water treatment membranes. There

were two principal reasons for developing the model:

1) A fouling model would provide a practical tool for predicting

permeate flux decline at larger scales of operation. The results of

beInch-  and pilot-scale tests are normally used to predict performance

at larger scales of operation. A flux-decline model that is easy to use

could assist the effort to extrapolate test data. Ease of use requires

simplifying assumptions to reduce the quantity and complexity of the

numerous parameters that affect flux decline.

2) A fouling model would provide a better understanding of the NOM-

membrane interactions which influence NOM fouling. Interactions

between the NOM and membrane depend on properties of the NOM,

fe’edwater,  and membrane. A resistance model that quantitatively

inicorporates  these properties would extend the body of knowledge in

this area.
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5.1 Resistance to Permeate Flow

Feedwater that permeates the membrane encounters several types of

resistance to flow. For this reason, pressure is applied to the system to

overcome this resistance and force the water through the membrane. The

relationship between permeate flux, resistance, and applied pressure is

described by the series resistance equation:

where: =J

AP=

AIT=

IJ =

R, =

R, =

AP- An
J =

permeate flux rate (LT.‘)

applied transmembrane pressure (ML-‘T‘*)

osmotic transmembrane pressure (ML-‘T-‘)

absolute viscosity of feedwater (ML-?‘)

hydraulic resistance of clean membrane (L-‘)

gel resistance on membrane surface (L“)

(5.1)

5.1.1 Osmotic Pressure

Membrane rejection of solutes in the feedwater creates a

concentration gradient across the membrane; i.e., the concentration of

solutes in the feedwater is usually much greater than the concentration of

solutes in the permeate. This concentration gradient creates an osmotic

pressure that is opposite in direction to the applied pressure as indicated in
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Eq. (5.1). This phenomenon is sometimes interpreted as a resistance to

permeate flow and is commonly referred to as the concentration-polarization

resistance. An alternative form of Eq. (5.1) is to substitute a concentration-

polarization term (i.e., R,,) in the denominator for the osmotic pressure term

(An) in the numerator.

5.1.2 Gel ILayer  Resistance

Dissolved NOM (i.e., < 0.45 urn in size) in the feedwater is carried to

the membrane surface by the advective flow of water that permeates the

membrane. Some portion of the dissolved NOM also permeates through the

membrane and is carried away in the product water. The remainder of the

NOM is rejected by the membrane and is either carried back into the bulk

feedwater or is adsorbed to the membrane surface. The adsorbed NOM is

referred to as the gel layer. The NOM deposit imparts a resistance to the

flow of water through the membrane which is referred to as gel resistance,

R,. The gel resistance varies directly with the mass of NOM in the gel layer.

‘Therefore, gel resistance can be described in terms of the density and

,thickness  of the gel layer.

Adsorption of NOM to the membrane surface is sometimes described

as having reversible and irreversible components (i.e., R, = R, + R,,).  The

reversible component refers to adsorbed NOM that can be removed by a
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cleaning procedure. Adsorbed NOM that is not removed through cleaning is

the irreversible component of the NOM gel layer. The amount of adsorbed

NOM that can be removed, however, is highly dependent on the cleaning

strategy that is employed (i.e., cleaning duration and frequency, cleaning

chemicals, temperature, flow rate, etc.) and was not considered in the

theoretical development of this gel resistance model.

5.1.3 Hydraulic Resistance of Clean Membrane

The membrane itself imparts a resistance to the flow of water through

the membrane. The amount of resistance depends on the quantity and size

of the membrane pores. As membrane porosity increases, the resistance to

flow decreases. This resistance is referred to as the hydraulic resistance of

the clean membrane.

5.1.4 Application of the Series Resistance Equation

Membrane operation can be evaluated using the series resistance

equation (5.1) (Wiesner and Aptel, 1996; Bowen  and Jenner, 1995). The

permeate flux rate, J, and the applied transmembrane pressure, AP, can be

directly measured. Osmotic pressure, An, can be measured directly in the

laboratory or approximated by an empirical correlation with the concentrations

of solute in the feedwater and permeate. The absolute viscosity of the
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feedwater,, p,  can be approximated using an empirical correlation with the

temperature of the feedwater.

The hydraulic resistance of the clean membrane, R,, is a constant and

can be calculated using Eq. (5.1) by using deionized feedwater and a virgin

membrane because under these conditions, An  = R, = 0. Once R, is known,

the only remaining unknown in Eq. (5.1) is the gel resistance. During

membranla  operation, R, can be calculated using Eq. (5.1) at different points

in time by measuring or calculating the other parameters as described above.

The primary goal of this research was to develop a model of gel resistance

based on NOM-membrane interactions to correlate with the R, values derived

from Eq. (5.1).

Eq. (5.1) predicts that permeate flux increases with increasing

transmembrane pressure. In practice, permeate flux is sometimes limited by

mass transfer of the solute at the membrane surface. Under conditions of

significant high transmembrane pressure and gel resistance, increases in

transmembrane pressure are countered by increases in the gel layer

resistance. Development of a model for the gel resistance, R,, provides the

flexibility of using Eq. (5.1) under conditions of either pressure-dependent or

mass-transfer-limited permeate flux.
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5.2 NOM Transport

Development of a gel resistance model requires consideration of the

dynamics associated with gel formation. Gel layer formation is a function of

NOM transport to and from the membrane surface. There are three primary

modes of NOM transport as depicted in Figure 5-1 (concentration-polarization

boundaries are neglected).

Figure 5.1 NOM Transport at the Membrane Surface

5.2.1 Flux Transport

NOM is carried to and from the membrane surface by the advective

permeate flow. The NOM is transported at a rate equal to the permeate flux

rate. The mass of NOM carried to and from the membrane surface by

permeate advection depends on the concentration of NOM in the bulk

feedwater and permeate, respectively. The corresponding mass flux rates of

NOM as shown in Fig. 5.1 are:
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NOM Flux In = JC, (5.2)

NOM Flux Out = JC, (5.3)

where: c,= concentration of NOM in bulk feedwater (MLm3)

c,= concentration of NOM in permeate (MLe3)

The units of the mass flux terms are mass per unit area of membrane

per unit of time (ML-*T-‘).

5.2.2 Backtransport

NOM that accumulates at the membrane surface is subject to

backtransport to the bulk feedwater. NOM backtransport occurs through a

combination of advection and diffusion processes (Wiesner and Chellam,

1992). Advective backtransport is strongly influenced by the velocity of the

feedwater across the membrane surface (crossflow velocity). Increasing

crossflow velocity provides greater inertial lift to NOM deposits allowing them

to overcome permeate drag (advection towards the membrane) and be

transported back to the bulk feedwater. The amount of inertial lift required

depends on NOM-membrane interactions.

Diffusive backtransport is strongly influenced by the NOM

concentration gradient between the membrane surface and the bulk
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feedwater. Increasing the NOM concentration gradient results in greater

diffusive backtransport. The rate of diffusion also depends on NOM-

membrane interactions. Based on the above discussion, it follows that:

Backtransport = f(v, A C, NOM-membrane interactions) (5.4)

where: v = crossflow velocity of feedwater

X = concentration gradient between membrane and

bulk feedwater

The objectives of this study were to evaluate NOM fouling in terms of

NOM-membrane interactions. Therefore, the research approach was to

minimize the influence of other variables such as the crossflow velocity and

NOM concentration gradient. The bench- and pilot-scale studies utilized the

same crossflow velocity for all tests, 20 cm/s. A rotating stir bar was used in

the stirred cell tests to simulate the crossflow hydrodynamics.

Differences in the NOM concentration gradient between the membrane

surface and the bulk feedwater also were minimized between the tests. This

was accomplished by selecting source waters having nearly the same NOM

concentration and by minimizing the development of a concentration-

polarization layer.
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Under these test conditions it is assumed that differences in NOM

backtransport are primarily a function of differences in NOM-membrane

interactions between each of the four water-membrane combinations. For

modeling purposes, Eq. (5.4) is rewritten as:

Backtransport = f(NOM - membrane interactions) (5.5)

NOIM-membrane  interactions are expected to decrease with increasing

accumulation of NOM mass on the membrane surface. If it is assumed that

NOM density is constant over the thickness of the gel layer, and that NOM-

membrane interactions are directly proportional to the amount of NOM mass

on the membrane surface, then bar&transport can be modeled as:

Backtransport = /z6zp8 (5.6)

where: A=

Gs =

Pg  =

backtransporl rate coefficient (T’)

thickness of gel layer (L)

density of NOM in gel layer (ML-3)

The backtransport rate coefficient, A,  represents the combined effects

of all NOM-membrane interactions on the rate of backtransport. The value of

A is a constant for each membrane-source water combination. Equation (5.6)

indicates that backtransport increases with increasing accumulation of NOM
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mass in the gel layer. The units of backtransport are mass per unit area of

membrane per unit of time (ML?).

5.3 NOM Mass Balance at the Membrane Surface

Gel resistance is directly proportional to the mass of NOM in the gel

layer. The quantity of NOM mass is determined by applying a mass balance

to the transport mechanisms defined above and shown in Figure 5.1. As

explained previously, the membrane experiments were conducted such that

concentration-polarization effects were negligible. Therefore, the control

volume for the mass balance is bounded by the gel layer surface and the

permeate surface of the membrane. A NOM mass balance at the membrane

surface is described by the following equations:

P g $) = NOM Flux In-NOM Flux Out - Backtransport (5.7)

By substitution:

dS
P 8=JCb-JCp-pg,Mg

g dt

The rate of NOM mass accumulation in the gel layer per unit area of

membrane surface (ML-?)  is described by the left-hand side of Eq. (5.8).

The right-hand side is comprised of the NOM transport terms defined above.
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53.1 NOM Mass Loading Concept

The difference of the NOM mass flux terms (JC, - JC,) can be

interpreted as the NOM mass loading at the membrane surface. Viewed in

this manner, the NOM mass loading function is defined:

w(t)  = J( c, - CJ (5.9)

wh’ere: W(t) = NOM mass loading function (ML‘*T-‘)

Substitution into Eq. (5.8) and rearrangement of terms yields:

-+ns,  =!?!adJg (5.19)
dt pg

Equation (5.10) is a first-order, nonhomogeneous, ordinary, linear

differential equation. Particular solutions exist for particular forms of the

loading function, W(t) (Chapra, 1997). The loading functions encountered in

the three scales of membrane operation that were used in this study along

with the corresponding particular solutions to Eq. (5.10) are explained in the

following sections.

5.4 Gel Resistance Model for Stirred Cell Tests

Dead-end filtration of the feedwater in the stirred cell test apparatus

(refer to Figure 4-l) causes the rejected NOM to be returned to and mixed
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with incoming feedwater. Gel layer formation on the membrane surface

results in permeate flux decline through time. Likewise, the reduced flux rate

results in a lower rate of NOM rejection. Consequently, the NOM mass

loading function for stirred cell tests is approximately linear with time:

w(t)  = J( c,  - CJ = pt ( 5 . 1 1 )

where: j3 = slope of the mass loading function (ML-*T-‘)

The particular solution to Eq. (5.10) for a linear mass loading function

is (Chapra, 1997):

(5.12)

The sum of the A terms within the parenthesis is quite small and

approaches zero rapidly (within 1 hour) after commencing the stirred cell test.

For modeling purposes, Eq. (5.12) is reduced to the following simplified form:

(5.13)

Based on the previous model assumptions that gel resistance varies

directly with the mass of NOM in gel layer, and that NOM density is constant

over the thickness of the gel layer, gel resistance is related to the thickness of
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the gel layer by the following equation:

R,=e69

where: E = specific resistance of the gel layer (L”)

Substitution of Eq. (5.14) into Eq. (5.13) yields the gel resistance

model for stirred cell tests:

(5.14)

(5.15)

wh,ere: K = NOM accumulation coefficient (LTM”)

The parameters E,  A,  and p,  are all constants related to properties of

the NOM, membrane, and feedwater. These constants are thus combined

into a single rate constant, K, which reflects the aggregate influence of these

propertks.  The aggregate constant, K, represents the fraction of NOM

loading, 8, that accumulates in the gel layer. Equation (5.15) predicts that gel

resistance increases linearly with time.

5.5 Gel Resistance Model for Bench- and Pilot-Scale Tests

Crossflow filtration of feedwater in the bench- and pilot-scale tests
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under constant pressure results in permeate flux decline due to NOM fouling.

The NOM mass loading function can be approximated as a step input at the

beginning of the tests and is described as follows:

W(t)  = 0 t<o

W(t)  = w t>o

(5.16)

(5.17)

where: w = new constant level of loading (ML-‘T-‘)

The particular solution to Eq. (5.10) for a step mass loading function is

@‘Neil,  1991):

(5.18)

Substitution of Eq. (5.14) into Eq. (5.18) yields the gel resistance

model for bench- and pilot-scale tests:

R, = +W(l  - e-l’)  = KW(1  - 6”‘)  = R,,(l  - .-“‘) (5.19)
g

In similar fashion to the stirred cell model, the NOM accumulation

coeffkient, K, represents the fraction of NOM loading, W, that accumulates in

the gel layer. Equation (5.19) predicts that gel resistance increases

exponentially with time and approaches a steady-state value that can be
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considered the maximum gel resistance, R,,,, under the imposed test

conditions.
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6.0 EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELING RESULTS

A total of 12 membrane filtration tests were conducted; one test for

each of the four water-membrane combinations at each of the three scales of

operation. Data collected from these tests were used to calculate gel

resistance values through time using the series resistance equation (5.1).

The gel resistance, R,, and the NOM loading function, W(t), for each test

were used to calculate the NOM fouling parameters (A and K) for the gel

resistance model, Eqs. (5.15) and (5.19). Lastly, the NOM fouling

parameters were interpreted in terms of the measured properties of the

feedwaters, NOM, and membranes.

Properties of the feedwater, NOM, and membrane influence gel layer

formation. NOM accumulates at the membrane surface primarily through

physical adsorption. Adsorption is defined as the increase in concentration of

a particular component at the surface or interface between two phases (Faust

and Aly, 1998). Adsorption processes may be classified as physical or

chemical, depending on the nature of the forces involved.

Physical adsorption on solids is attributed to forces of interactions

between the solid surface and adsorbate molecules. These interaction forces

are termed dispersion forces and are electrostatic in origin. For NOM-
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membrane interactions, the dispersion forces are a function of the

electrostatic and hydrophobic properties of the feedwater, NOM, and

membrane. Additionally, the size and quantity of NOM macromolecules and

membrane pore size are factors which affect adsorption.

6.1 Properties of the Feedwater, NOM, and Membranes

Properties of the feedwaters and their dissolved NOM were measured

using the methods described in Section 4.1.2.  The results are summarized in

Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Properties of Feedwaters and NOM

Source  pH Conductivity DOC S U V A Humic MW,,,

Wcm) (mg/L) (m“mg-‘L) Fract ion (da l tons)

m7)

H T 6.7 60 2.8 2.8 38 1100

C R 7.0 1200 3.1 2.0 47 1000

Properties of the membranes were measured using the methods

described in Section 4.2.1. The results are summarized in Table 6.2

Table 6.2 Membrane Properties

Membrane

ESNA

MWCO* Zeta Potential** Contact Angle

(Daltons) (mv) (degrees)

200 -13 60

G M 8000 -17 55
*Provided by membrane manufacturer.
*‘Measured at pH = 7.0, using KCI electrolyte with C = 10 pS/cm.
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6.1.1 Electrostatic Properties

Electrostatic interactions occur primarily between the negatively-

charged membrane surface and the negatively-charged constituents of NOM

(Le., the humic fraction). The electrostatic repulsion between them inhibits

NOM adsorption to the membrane surface. This electrostatic repulsion can

be reduced or eliminated by the presence of positively charged ions in the

feedwater. Positively charged ions are attracted to the negatively charged

NOM in the ‘Stern layer.” Brownian  diffusion causes these positive

counterions to be distributed out into the bulk solution in the “diffuse double

layer.”

An increase of concentration of the positively charged counterions in

the bulk feedwater leads to a corresponding increase in the concentration of

counterions near the NOM’s surface resulting in compression of the double

layer. Positively charged ions also complex with the negatively charged

NOM. The net effect of double layer compression and complexation is to

reduce the electrostatic repulsion between the NOM and membrane, and

enhance the adsorption of NOM into the gel layer.

Electrostatic properties of the feedwater are characterized by the pH

and conductivity. The pH is a measure of the concentration of negatively-

charged hydroxyl ions and positively-charged hydronium ions. At low pH the
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predominance of positively-charged hydronium ions reduces the charge

density of humic/fulvic  acids and the zeta potential of the membrane resulting

in a net reduction of electrostatic repulsion between the NOM and

membrane. The difference in pH between the HT and CR waters (6.7 and

7.0, respectively) is considered insignificant with respect to its influence

electrostatic interactions.

Measurements of conductivity indicate a very large difference in the

concentration of dissolved electrolytes between HT and CR waters (60 and

‘1200  uS/cm,  respectively). The much higher concentration of positively-

charged itons  in the CR water results in a much lower electrostatic repulsion

between the CR NOM and membrane as compared to HT water.

The zeta potentials of the membrane surfaces were measured at a pH

of 7.0. The difference in zeta potentials between ESNA and GM membranes

(-13 and .-I7 mV,  respectively) does not reflect a significant difference in the

surface charge.

Of the three electrostatic parameters measured (pH,  conductivity, and

zeta potential), only the difference in ionic strength was considered significant

enough to noticeably impact the degree of gel layer formation. It was

expected that the higher ionic strength of the CR water would result in a

greater glel  resistance as compared to the HT water.
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6.1.2 Hydrophobic Properties

The hydrophobic character of the NOM and membrane have an

influence on the process of solvation. Hydrophilic NOM has an affinity for the

water solvent and is stabilized by the formation of adherent thick layers of

water molecules around the NOM. In contrast, hydrophobic NOM has a

much lower affinity  for water with a corresponding greater potential to come

out of solution as a precipitate or to adsorb to a hydrophobic surface.

The degree of NOM hydrophobicity can be estimated by SUVA

measurements. High SUVA values (5 - 6 m”mg-‘L)  indicate a high proportion

of hydrophobic humic acids, whereas low SUVA values (2 - 3 rn-‘mg-‘L)  are

typical for NOM that is hydrophilic in character (Krasner, et al., 1999). The

SUVA measurements of HT and CR waters (2.8 and 2.0 m-‘mg-‘L,

respectively) indicate that both have relatively hydrophilic NOM.

The relative hydrophobic character of the membranes was determined

through measurements of the contact angle between the membrane surface

and a drop of water. Smaller contact angles reflect a greater affinity

(hydrophilicity) of the membrane for water. The difference in contact angle

measurements for the ESNA and GM membranes (60 and 55 degrees,

respectively) is relatively small.
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Me’asurements  of the hydrophobic parameters of the NOM and

membranes revealed only minor differences in their respective properties. It

was expected that these differences would not have an observable impact on

gel layer formation.

6.1.3 Size and Concentration Properties

The quantity or concentration of NOM macromolecules at the

membranfe  surface is a factor in the quantity of NOM that is incorporated into

the gel layer. When NOM-membrane interactions are conducive to

adsorption, larger quantities of available NOM result in greater NOM

adsorption. The quantity of NOM in the feedwaters was measured as the

DOC conicentration.

The concentration of NOM near the membrane surface depends on

the quamity of NOM in the feedwater and the fraction of that quantity that is

rejected by the membrane. Size exclusion is a primary factor in NOM

rejection. NOM macromolecules larger than the membrane pores are

retained at the membrane surface. DOC measurements indicate that HT and

CR waters contain about the same quantity of NOM (2.8 and 3.1 mg/L.

respectively). Likewise, there is only a 10% difference in the mass-averaged

MW of the NOM (1100 and 1000 daltons for HT and CR waters,

respectively). It was expected that the minor differences in NOM



concentration and size would have a negligible impact on the formation of the

gel layer.

Size exclusion of NOM macromolecules also depends on the pore size

of the membranes. The membrane pore size is measured as the MWCO

of the filtration of PEG compounds as described in Section 4.2.1. The ESNA

nanofiltration membrane has much lower MWCO than the ultrafiltration GM

membrane (200 and 8000 daltons, respectively, per manufacturer).

Comparison of the MWCO values with the MW of the NOM indicates that the

ESNA membrane should have a much higher rejection of NOM than the GM

membrane. Therefore, it was expected that the ESNA membrane would

have a corresponding higher concentration and adsorption of NOM at the

membrane surface.

6.2 Uncertainty Analysis of Experimental and Modeling Results

Scientific measurements are inherently uncertain. These uncertainties

arise from inaccuracies in the methods and equipment used to make the

measurement. The uncertainty in the experimental and modeling results of

this study were evaluated using two different approaches:

1) Analysis of uncertainty of calculated modeling parameters based on

the propagation of uncertainty of direct measurements through the

calculations.
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2) Statistical analysis of uncertainty by least squares fitting of the

experimental data to the resistance model.

6.2.1 Propagation of Uncertainty

When measurements are used to calculate other physical quantities,

the uncertainties in the measurements propagate through the calculation and

produce uncertainty in the final calculated result. Measurement uncertainti,es

are classified into two groups: random and systematic (Tighe and Pellegrino,

1998). Random uncertainties occur through random variations in the

methods and equipment used to make the measurement and are revealed by

repeating measurements of the same quantity. These repeated

measurements can be analyzed to determine the statistical mean or average

value. The uncertainty of each measurement is described by the statistical

standard deviation which represents the dispersion of the measurements

about their mean value.

The dynamic nature of the membrane tests conducted in this study did

not permit repeated measurements of the same quantity for any of the

parametelrs  of interest and, therefore, did not permit a rigorous analysis of the

propagation of uncertainty. When repeated measurements are not available

or when the value of the measured parameter is constantly changing, the

random uncertainty cannot be statistically evaluated. Consequently, random
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uncertainties were assumed for each type of measurement in order to

estimate the propagation of these uncertainties.

Systematic uncertainties result from a consistent flaw or error in the

method or equipment used to make the measurement. Errors of this sort

affect all measurements in the same way. For example, a stopwatch that is

running consistently slow will yield underestimates of the time, and no

amount of repetition will reveal this source of error nor quantify the associated

uncertainty. Standard laboratory practice is to identify and reduce systematic

errors until they are much less than the required precision. This is usually

accomplished through periodic calibration of the measuring equipment using

standards of known value.

Parameters were measured during membrane tests using a variety of

scales, gauges, and meters. For the purpose of this analysis, a systematic

uncertainty was assumed for each type of measurement based on the type of

equipment and its calibration history. The overall uncertainty in a

measurement is a combination of the random and systematic uncertainties

and can be expressed using the following equation (Taylor, 1997):

(‘5.1)
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where: 6x = overall uncertainty in the measurement of x

6x,, = random uncertainty in the measurement of x

8x,,  = systematic uncertainty in the measurement of x

Membrane tests were conducted for the purpose of collecting

laboratory data for use in calculating gel resistance modeling parameters.

L.aboratory  measurements of flow rate (Q), temperature (7) applied pressure

(AP),  and NOM concentration (C,  and CJ  were taken periodically during each

test. These measurements were used for calculating the hydraulic

membrane resistance (R,,,), the gel resistance (I?,),  the NOM mass loading

(w),  and i:he NOM accumulation coefficient (K) The uncertainty of these

calculated values was estimated through an analysis of the propagation of

uncertainty of the measured values. Formulas for propagation of uncertainty

were used for calculations involving sums, products, and functions of several

variables (Taylor, 1997).

6.2.2 Uncertainty Analysis based on Least Squares Fitting

The uncertainty of laboratory measurements that have a linear

relationship with another physical variable (e.g., time) can be analyzed by

least squares fitting (linear regression). This method was employed here

because the gel resistance models are based on a combination of linear and

exponential (which can be linearized) relationships with measured
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parameters. The uncertainty of the modeled parameters is described by a

statistical analysis of how well the data fits the expected linear relationship

This, type of analysis may be more appropriate than the propagation of

assumed uncertainties because most of the modeling parameters (K, f?,,,,,,

and w) were not calculated but rather derived by the least squares fitting

process.

6.3 Laboratory Stirred Cell Results

A stirred cell test was conducted for each of the four water-membrane

combinations using the methods and apparatus described in Section 4.3.1.

The raw data and calculated parameters are presented in Tables 6.3 - 6.6.

Plots of the NOM mass loading function, W(t), and NOM gel resistance, R,,

are shown on Figures 6.1 - 6.8.
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Table 6,3 Stirred Ceil Test Data for EH Combination
Permeate Permeate Permeate Permeate DOC NOM Mass NOM Gel

incremental  Incremental Cumulative Flow Rate, Flux, J Bulk DOC DOC Rejection Loading W(t) Resistance
Volume (mL)  Time (min)  Time (hr)  Q (mUmin)  (Um’hrj (mg/L) (mg/L) % (mg Clm’hr) R. (m-‘)

deionized H,O 2.13 42.3 R, = 4.49E+13

0 0 0 0.00 0.0 3.15 O.OOE+OO
200 101.1 1.7 1.98 39.3 5.89 0.412 93.0 215 3.45E+12

200 104.0 3.4 1.92 38.2 8.64 0.399 95.4 315 4.83E+12

200 106.2 5.2 1.88 37.4 11.4 0.377 96.7 413 5.88E+12

200 110.1 7.0 1.82 36.1 14.2 0.359 97.5 500 7,74E+12

200 114.4 8.9 1.75 34.7 17.0 0.359 97.9 578 9.80E+12

200 117.5 10.9 1.70 33.8 19.8 0.338 98.3 658 l.l3E+13

200 120.3 12.9 1.66 33.0 22.6 0.316 98.6 737 l.Z6E+13

200 122.1 14.9 1.64 32.6 25.5 0.306 98.8 820 1.35E+l3

Table 6.4 Stirred Cell Test Data for GH Combination
Permeate Permeate Permeate Permeate DOC NOM mass NOM Gel

Incremental Incremental Cumulative Flow Rate, Flux, J Bulk DOC DOC Rejection Loading W(t) Resistance
Volume (mL)  Time (min)  Time (hr)  Cl (mUmin)  (Um’hr) (mg/L) (mg/L) (%) (mg  Clm’hr) R,,  (m”)

deionized H,O 2.12 42.1 R, = 4.51E+13

n n 0 0.00 0.0 3.53 O.OOE+001I 200

200

103.3 99.5 3.4 1.7 2.01

1.94

39.9 5.73 1.33 76.8 176 2.46Et121

38  5 773 1.53 80.2 239

I 200 105.7 5.1 1.89

I 108~2 6.9 1.85

37.6 9.70 1.56 83.9 306 5.42E+lZ

36.7 11.5 1.76 84.7 358 6.62E+lZ

111 1 U~R 1~80 35.8 12.9 2.09 83.8 387 E.OOE+lZ]--- -.-
200 112.5 10.7 1.78 35.3 14.3 2.19 84.7 428 8.67E+12

200 114.9 12.6 1.74 34.6 15.4 2.36 84.7 451 9.82E+12

200 116.6 14.5 1.72 34.: 16.5 2.42 85.3 480 l.O6E+13



Table 6.5 Stirred Cell Test Data for EC Combination
I Permeate Permeate Permeate Pemleate DOC NOM Mass NOM Gel
1 Incremental Incremental Cumulative Flow Rate, Flux, J Bulk DOC DOC Rejection Loading W(t) Resistance 1

Volume (mL)  Time (min) Time (hr)  Cl (mUmin) (Um’hr) (mg/L) (mg/L) % (mg Clm’hr) R. (m-‘)
deionized H,O 2.14 42.5 R, = 4.46E+13

0 0 0 0.00 0.0 4.80 O.OOE+OO
200 113.1 1.9 1.77 35.1 8.95 0.652 92.7 292 8.62E+12
200 119.8 3.9 1.67 33.2 13.2 0.513 96.1 421 l.lOE+13
200 127.2 6.0 1.57 31.2 17.5 0.486 97.2 532 1.35E+13
200 135.6 8.3 1.47 29.3 21.9 0.483 97.8 628 1.64E+13
200 144.0 10.7 1.39 27.6 26.2 0.501 98.1 709 1.83E+13
200 152.8 13.2 1.31 26.0 30.4 0.531 98.3 777 2.00E+13
200 160.3 15.9 1.25 24.8 34.7 0.578 98.3 846 2.lOE+13
200 167.2 18.7 1.20 23.8 38.7 0.748 98.1 902 2.27E+13

Table 6.6 Stirred Cell Test Data for GC Combination
Permeate Permeate Permeate Permeate DOC NOM Mass NOM Gel

Incremental Incremental Cumulative Flow Rate, Flux, J Bulk DOC DOC Rejection Loading W(t) Resistance
V o l u m e  (mL)  T i m e  (min)  T i m e  (hr)  Cl (mUmin) (Um’hr) (mg/L) (mg/L) % (mg Clm’hr) R, (m.‘)
deionized H,O 2.27 45.1 R, = 4.21E+13

0 0 0 0.00 0.0 4.78 O.OOE+O(
200 93.1 1.6 2.15 42.7 6.97 2.59 62.8 187 2.38E+l:
200 99.2 3.2 2.02 40.1 8.88 2.87 67.7 241 5.30E+l:
200 101.3 4.9 1.97 39.2 10.80 3.04 71.3 297 6.30E+l:
200 103.0 6.6 1.94 38.6 12.2 3.22 73.6 347 7.llE+l:
200 104.4 8.4 1.92 38.1 13.6 3.35 75.4 390 7,78E+l:
200 -107.7 iO.l i 38 36.9 74.8 3.56 75.9 415 9.36!?+3:
200 109.7 12.0 1.82 36.2 16.0 3.62 77.4 449 l.O3E+l:
200 111.6 13.8 1.79 35.6 17.0 3.79 77.7 470 l.lZE+l:
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6,.3.1  Propagation of Uncertainty for Stirred Cell Tests

The propagation of uncertainty for the modeling parameters for the

stirred cell tests was determined through an analysis of each of the measured

quantities and the intermediate calculations as described in the following

sections.

6.3.1.1 Uncertainty of Applied Pressure, AP

The applied pressure was measured using a pressure gauge having

an accuracy of 3% in the range of pressures that were measured (per

manufacturer); this value is taken as the random uncertainty of the

measurement. The systematic uncertainty is assumed to be 3 psi. The

overall uncertainty of each pressure measurement, AP,  is calculated as:

SAP= dm (6.2)

6.3.1.2 Propagation of Uncertainty for Absolute Viscosity, p

The absolute viscosity of the feedwater was estimated using the

“power law” for deionized water which is an empirical relation having an

accuracy of about I%, (White, 1986):

(6.3)
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where: u,, = absolute viscosity of water at 273K,  0.001792 kg/m-s

T = temperature of feedwater, K

The uncertainty of the calculated absolute viscosity due to the

empirical inaccuracy is: wJ,  = 0.01/J.

Additional uncertainties are introduced by the temperature

measurements and the difference between the absolute viscosity of

deionized water using Eq. (6.3) and the absolute viscosity of the source

waters used for testing. The temperature of the feedwater was measured

using a mercury thermometer having an accuracy of 1.5 ‘C  (random

uncertainty). Additionally, each temperature measurement is assumed to

have a systematic uncertainty of 1 .O “C. Using Eq. (6.1) the total uncertainty

in each temperature measurement is calculated as:

6T=  437iip=  1.8”C (6.4)

The propagation of uncertainty in the calculation of the absolute

viscosity due to the uncertainty of the temperature measurement is calculated

using the following equations (Taylor, 1997):

(6.5)
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(6.6)

Equation (6.3) provides the approximate absolute viscosity for

deionized water. The viscosity of water containing 1000 mg/L of salt is about

0.2% greater than salt-free water (Weast,  et al., editors, 1990). The

corresponding systematic uncertainty of the calculated absolute viscosity due

to the presence of dissolved salts in the source waters is: @, = 0.002~. The

overall uncertainty of each calculated value of absolute viscosity is given by:

6.3.1.3 Propagation of Uncertainty for Permeate Flux, J

The permeate flux rate is defined as:

.I2
A

J = permeate flux rate, Um**hr

Q = permeate flow rate, Uhr

A = area of membrane, mz

where:

(6.8)

The area of membrane surface is fixed by the test equipment and

does not vary between individual tests. The diameter of the disk-shaped
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membrane was measured using a ruler as d = 0.062 m with an uncertainty of

cW = f 0.001 m. The uncertainty of the calculated area is expressed using

the following equation (Taylor, 1997):

SA  Sd
-=
A

2 -
( 1d

(6.9)

The uncertainty of the permeate flux rate, J, is dependent on the

uncertainty of the permeate flow rate, Q, which was measured using a 500-

mL  graduated cylinder and a stopwatch. The accuracy of the graduation

marks on the graduated cylinder (0.05%,  per manufacturer) is negligible

compared to the uncertainty introduced by the operator in reading the

graduated cylinder and in starting and stopping the watch. Variations in the

method of measurement are minimal because the same operator conducted

all of the stirred cell tests. The total uncertainty of the measured permeate

flow rate is assumed to be 8% of the measured value: M;) = 0.080. The

uncertainties in the measurements of membrane area and permeate flow rate

are propagated in the calculation of the permeate flux rate by the following

equation (adapted from Taylor, 1997):

(6.10)
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6.3.1.4 Propagation of Uncertainty for Membrane Resistance, R,

The hydraulic membrane resistance for stirred cell tests was

determined using deionized water and a virgin membrane according to the

following equation:

AP
R,=-

PJ (6.11)

The uncertainty of the calculated R, value results from the propagation

Iof  uncertainties in the parameters on the right side of Eq. (6.11) and is

expressed as follows (adapted from Taylor, 1997):

(6.12)

6.3.1.5 Propagation of Uncertainty for Osmotic Pressure, An

Osmotic pressure, An, in the stirred cell tests occurred only when

using the ESNA membrane (An = 0 for tests using the GM membrane). For

the ESNA membrane, the osmotic pressure was determined at the beginning

of the stirred cell tests (t = 0) by measuring the conductivity of the feedwater

and using the empirical correlations Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). For all points in

time thereafter, the osmotic pressure was estimated using a mass balance

based on the membrane manufacturer’s specification of 85% salt rejection.
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Uncertainty in the calculated values of osmotic pressure is introduced

through the measurement of the conductivity as well as the inaccuracies of

the empirical equations and mass balance. The initial osmotic pressure

calculation is assumed to have 10% uncertainty. The osmotic pressure

calculations based on the salt mass balance are assumed to add 3%

uncertainty over each successive time interval. The uncertainty in the

osmotic pressure for the stirred cell tests using the ESNA membrane was

calculated at the end of each time interval, i,  as follows:

6Ar.  ‘=,,
2 = 0.10 f c 0.03i

AITi i=o

6.3.1.6 Propagation of Uncertainty for Gel Resistance, R,

The gel resistance for stirred cell tests was calculated using the

equation shown below:

AP- Ax
R, =

AJ -%

The uncertainty in the calculated values of F!,  results from the

propagation of uncertainties in the measured and calculated parameters

described in the sections above, and is determined using the following

equation (adapted from Taylor, 1997):

(6.13)

(6.14)
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(6.15)

6.3.1.7 Propagation of Uncertainty for NOM Mass Loading, W

The NOM mass loading parameter was defined in Eq. (5.9) in terms of

Rux (J) and NOM concentration (C, - C,), and is repeated below:

W=J(C,-CJ (5.9)

The accuracy of the NOM concentration measurements was

determined to be within 5% over the range of measured values based on

calibration measurements using a standard reagent, potassium hydrogen

phthalate. The uncertainty of the measured NOM concentration values is

~wrltten  as follows:

(6.16)

The uncertainty of the calculated values of W is based on the

propagation of uncertainties in J. C,.  and C,, and is calculated as follows:
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(6.17)

6.3.1.8 Propagation of Uncertainty for NOM Accumulation Coefficient, K

The NOM accumulation coefficient for the stirred cell tests is defined

as the ratio of the slope of gel resistance to the slope of NOM mass loading:

(6.18)

The slopes of gel resistance and NOM mass loading were determined

using the graphical plots on Figures 6.1 thru 6.8. Equation (6.19) was solved

as the difference between two points near the fitted slopes (i.e., ARg = R7,, -

Rg,,  and AW = W, - W,) over the same time interval (At). The uncertainty of

each time measurement is assumed to be: dt = 0.1 hr. The uncertainty in

the calculated value of K results from the propagation of uncertainty from two

gel resistance calculations, two NOM mass loading calculations, and four

time measurements, and can be determined by solving the following series of

equations (adapted from Taylor, 1997):

(6.19)
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6At  = (h,)  +(&,)\i-

6(AW/At)
AWIAt

=@.fg’+(~)z

(6.20)

(6.21)

(6.22)

(6.23)

(6.24)

6.3.2 Least Squares Uncertainty for Stirred Cell Tests

Plots of NOM mass loading, W, vs. time and gel resistance, F$,,  vs.

time demonstrated the linear relationships derived in the gel resistance

model. Least squares fitting was used to estimate the slopes of these lines

which were used to calculate the NOM accumulation coefficient, K. The least

fsquares  analysis assumed that the uncertainties in the time measurements

are insignificant relative to the uncertainties in the calculated values of Wand
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F$.  This assumption was validated in the propagation of uncertainty analysis

in the previous sections. Uncertainties in the values of Wand Rg were

calculated in terms of their standard deviations from their respective least

squares fitted lines using the following equation (Taylor, 1997):

(6.25)

where: oY = uncertainty of parameter y (i.e., Wor R,)

N = number of data points

y = value of parameter y, (i.e., Wor RJ

X = value of parameter x, (time)

A = y-intercept of least squares fitted line

B = slope of least squares fitted line

Assuming a normal distribution of uncertainties, about 68% of the

calculated parameters (Wand R,)  lie within one standard deviation of the

least squares fitted line, and about 95% lie within two standard deviations.

The uncertainty of the least squares slope, B, was calculated from the

following equation (Taylor, 1997):

(6.26)
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The NOM accumulation coefficient, K, was calculated as the ratio of

the slope of gel resistance vs. time to the slope of NOM mass loading vs.

time from their respective least squares fitted lines. The uncertainty of K was

c.alculated  as follows (adapted from Taylor, 1997):

(6.27)

6.3.3 Discussion of Laboratory Stirred Cell Results

The plots of the NOM mass loading function, W(t), show a linear

increase with time for all four source water-membrane combinations. The

zslopes  of these plots provide the pvalues  for the stirred cell resistance

model, Eq. (5.15). Similarly, the plots of NOM gel resistance, F& increase

linearly with time for all four source water-membrane combinations. The

slopes of these plots divided by their Pvalues  yields the K parameters for the

stirred cell resistance model, Eq. (5.15). These modeling parameters are

summarized in Table 6.7. Higher rates of NOM mass loading (pvalues)  are

observed for the ESNA membrane as compared to the GM membrane. This

is due to the larger MWCO of the GM membrane which permits greater

permeation of the dissolved NOM. The lower Pvalue  for the EC test as

compared to the EH test is the result of more rapid flux decline using CR

water.
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Table 6.7 Stirred Cell Modeling Parameters

I I Uncertainty,%
I

Uncertainty, %
I

Uncertainty, % I
ARJAt Propag. Least Sq. K Propag. Least Sq.

Test (m”hi’)  A n a l y s i s  A n a l y s i s ’  (mhrlmg)  Ana lys is  Ana lys is ’

EH 45 15 2.9 8.OEll 82 4.3 0.18Ell 8 4 2.6

G H 2 3 21 8.0 5.2Ell 110 7.2 0.23Ell 120 4.6

EC 3 5 18 8.0 14Ell 71 5.8 0.40Ell 73 4.9

G C 2 3 2 2 6.9 9.lEll 120 11 0.40Ell 120 6.3

'Percent uncertainty for least squares analysis based on two standard deviations (95% confidence level): % uncertainty = 2oJy.



The NOM accumulation coefficient, K,  represents the proportion of the

NOM mass loading, p,  that is incorporated into the gel layer. The K

parameter is comprised of constants that describe properties of the

feedwater, NOM, and membrane which influence NOM-membrane

interactions. As shown in Table 6.7, the Kvalues for each source water are

about the same, however, they differ by a factor of two between the source

waters. The larger Kvalues for CR water are attributed to the much greater

ionic strength of the CR water. The greater ionic strength reduces the

electrostatic repulsion between the NOM and membrane which leads to

increased gel resistance. The linear increase of gel resistance with time was

predicted by the gel resistance model. Additionally, test data support the

theory and definition of the NOM accumulation coefficient, K, for the stirred

c:ell  model.

The uncertainty in the modeling parameters was much greater using

the propagation analysis as compared to the least squares analysis. The

greatest source of uncertainty in the propagation analysis occurred during the

ralculation of R, using Eq. (6.14). Specifically, the relatively minor

[uncertainties (about 10%) of the hydraulic membrane resistance, R,,,, and the

total resistance, R, = (OP-&7)/pJ,  were greatly magnified when taking their

difference because the R, values were about one order of magnitude smaller

than the corresponding values of R, and R,  The lower uncertainty values

7 1



determined using the least squares fitting is more consistent with the data

dispersion that is shown in Figures 6.1 - 6.8. This would suggest that one or

more of the assumed uncertainties in the laboratory measurements were too

conservative.

6.4 Bench-Scale Results

A bench-scale test was conducted for each of the four source water-

membrane combinations using the methods and apparatus described in

Section 4.3.2. The raw data and calculated parameters are presented in

Tables 6.8 - 6.1 I. Plots of the NOM mass loading function, W(t), and NOM

gel resistance, &,, are shown on Figures 6.9 - 6.16.
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Table 6.6 Bench-Scale Test Data for EH Combination

*bSO,“te  permeatL  z,zei::”  !?!L-  ??--+-  nnr
Tp Ten;P.  Viscosity rl;iz :;;“;1;1, DOC DOC Rejec. Loading Resist.

( ) ( ) lJm*s) ( ) (mqlL)  ImqlL) (%) ( m a  Clm’hr) cm.‘)

Mon. 25.4 9.02E-04 11.4 43.7 5. = 4.41E+13
Ii,0
0.3 22.3 9.71E-04 10.1 42.4 5.32E+ll

0.7 23.0 9.55E.04 10.1 41.5 2.53 0.17 93.3 98.0 9.82E+li

1.3 23.7 9.39E-04 10.2 41.1 9.49E+ll

4.3 26.0 8.90E-04 10.8 40.8 3.94E+l2

8.3 25.7 8.78E-04 10.8 39.8 5.74E+l2

'12.3 27.0 8.70E-04 10.8 39.5 2.55 0.15 94.1 94.7 6.53E+12

22.3 26.5 8.80~~04 10.4 38.8 2.58 0.13 95.0 94.5 7,12E+l2

:24.3 26.2 8.88E-04 10.4 38.9 8.32E+lZ

27.3 26.0 8.90E-04 10.2 38.4 8.77E+12

38.3 27.4 8.62E-M 10.4 37.5 9.58E+12

50.3 26.0 8.90E-04 10.0 37.8 2.58 0.10 98.1 92.8 7.79E+12

82.3 26.7 8.78E-04 10.1 37.2 9.19E+l2

72.8 25.0 8.90E-04 9.9 37.3 2.98 0.09 97.0 106.9 8.31E+12

85.3 26.5 8.80E-04 10.1 37.4 8.5&+12

95.8 28.4 8.82E-04 9.9 38.8 2.37 0.10 95.8 83.6 9,42E+12

97.3 26.2 8.88E-04 9.9 37.0 8.88Ed2

108.8 27.0 8.70E-04 10.1 38.9 ,.OOE+13

122.3 26.0 B.SOE-04 9.8 38.9 1.97 0.09 95.4 89.3 8.85E+12

141.3 28.2 8,88E-04 9.7 36.3 2.18 0.10 95.4 75.5 9.%E+12

145.8 26.2 8.88E-04 9.7 38.3 9.98E+12

155.8 25.6 8.98E-04 9.8 38.8 8.82E+12

171.3 25.0 9.11E-04 9.2 35.7 2.22 0.08 98.4 78.3 9.41E+12

178.3 24.8 9.15E.04 9.2 35.9 8.8=4E+12

190.3 25.7 8.98G04 9.4 35.7 2.28 0.09 98.1 78.2 l.O2E+l3

196.3 25.0 9.llE-04 9.4 38.4 8.27E+12

2043 25.4 9.02E-04 9.4 36.0 9.38E+12

214.3 25.8 8.98E-04 9.4 35.8 2.45 0.09 98.3 84.5 9,95E+12

228.3 24.3 9.28E-04 9.1 38.0 2.33 0.10 95.7 80.3 8.03E+12

239.3 24.3 9.28E.04 9.0 35.8 2.37 0.09 96.2 81.2 8,81E+12

243.3 24.1 9.30E-04 8.9 35.4 8.54E+12

252.3 24.8 9.15E-04 9.2 35.9 8.84E+l2

283.8 24.4 9~24E-04 9.0 35.5 2.51 0.18 92.8 82.7 8.89E+12

9.89E+12277.3 25.1 9.09E.04 9.2 35.8
289.8 24.9 9.13E-M 9.1 35.4 2.53 0.25 90.1 80.7 9.71E+12

297.3 24.6 9.19E-M 9.1 35.7 8.88E+12

312.8 25.5 9.00E-04 9.4 35.9 2.55 0.13 94.9 88.9 9.87E+12

321.8 24.4 9.24E-04 9.0 35.5 8.89Ed2

3348 24.9 9.13G04 8.9 34.8 1 .WE+l3
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Table 6.9 Bench-Scale Test Data for GH Combination

--
Absolute Permeate Normalized Bulk Permeate DOC

TimIt  Temp. Viscosity Flow, Cl Flux, J DOC DOC Rejec.  L o a d i n g
(hrl,  (“C) II ( P a ’ s )  (mUmin) (Um’/hr)  (mg/L)  (ma/L) %)

Deion.
Yn 22.4 9.69E-04 18.6 77.9

22.4 9.69E-04 18.0 75.3

22.6 9.59E-04 17.8 73.6 3.07 1.00 67.4 152

23.5 9.43E-04 17.9 72.5

24.6 9.19E-04 17.6 69.0

25.6 6.98E-04 17.0 64.7 3,12 1.07 65.7 133

26.2 8.88E-D4 16.9 63.2 3.06 1.05 65.7 127

27.0 25.6 8.94E-04 16.6 62.8 7.88E+12

36.5 25.6 8.96.E.04 16.3 62.1 3.01 1.05 65.1 122 S.lZE+lZ

49.5 26.0 8.9OE-04 16.3 61.3 8.76E+12

1 61.0 25.6 8.94E-04 16.1 60.9 2.99 1.02 65.9 120 6.64E+121

8.84E-a4 16.0 59.7 2.93 1.00 65.9 115

8.90E-04 15.9 59.8 2.99 1.05 649 116

6.72E-04 16.2 59.4 2.94 1.03 65.0 113

1130.5 26.3 8.84E-04 15.9 59.3 2.95 1.02 65.4 114 tOlE+131

138.8 25.7 8.96E-04 15.5 58.8 9.90E+12

156.1 26.7 8.76E-04 15.6 57.5 3.25 1.06 67.4 126 l.l5E+13

158.8 25.9 8.92E-04 15.5 58.5 2.95 1.05 84.4 111 l.O3E+13

1188.5 2 5 . 7  8.96E-04 15.4 58.5 3.06 1.09 644 115 l.OlE+131

F 203.5 231.5 28.0 25.9 8.90E-04  8.92B04 15.6 15.4 58.7 58.1 3.00 3.01 1.07 1.06 64.3 64.8 113 113

1250.0 26.2 8.66E-M 15.7 57.0 2.99 1.10 63.2 108 l.O3E+131

8.88E-04 15.2 57.0 3.01 1.09 63.8 109 l.l3E+l3

8.88E.c-l 15.2 57.0 3.02 1.10 63.6 109 l.l3E+13

8.92B04 15.1 57.0 l.llE+13

8.92E-04 15.3 57.7 3.03 1.12 63.0 110

8.86E-04 15.3 57.4

8.90E-04 15.2 57.2 3.05 1.13 63.0 110
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Table 6.10 Bench-Scale Test Data for EC Combination

Time  Temp. Viscosity Flow, PF
Absolute Permeate Normalized Bulk Permeate DOC Mass Gel

Flux, J DOC D O C  Rejec.  L o a d i n g Resist.
[hr) (“C) rr(Pa*s)  (mUmin) Wm21hr)  (mq/L)  ImslL) ( % I  (mq  Clm’hr) (m-‘)

Eeion.
un 2 4 . 5 9.22E-CM 15.4 60.6 &= 4.llE+13

1 0.1 22.1 9.76B04  11.5 48.6 555Ec121

t 0.2 0.8 22.9 22.3 9.71E.04 9.57E-04 11.4 11.5 47.9 47.4 3.27 0.206 93.7 145 627E+12  7.16E+12

1 3.3 24.5 9.22E-04 11.4 44.8 l.O9E+131

10.8 26.9 8.72E-04 11.4 41.6 3.43 0.201 94.1 135 1.66E+l3

23.6 26.3 8.84E.04 10.5 39.2 3.46 0.181 94.8 128 1.9lE+13

1 32.8 26.5 8.88E-04 10.2 37.8 2.11E+131

t-  45.3 70.3 26.5 25.9 8.92B04 8.80E-04 10.0 9.8 37.7 36.3 3.40 3.42 0.150 0.164 95.6 95.2 123 118 2.05E+l3  2.32E+l3

1 91.8 26.0 8.90E-04 9.9 37.3 3.39 0.160 95.3 120 2.13E+131

1 108.3 26.8 8.74E-04 9.7 35.6 2.46E+13!

t 115.3 139.3 26.4 26.5 8.82E-04  8.70E-04 9 . 5  9 . 5 35.3 347 3.36 3.46 0.354 0.264 92.1 89.8 109 108 2.46E+l3  2.49E+l3

( 1543 26.8 8.74B04  9.6 35.3 2.52E+l3(

1 162.8 26.9 8.72E-M  9.7 35.5 3.45 0.281 91.9 113 2.49E+l31

200.3 25.4 9.02E-04 9.3 35.6 3.36 0.322 so.4 108 2.29E+13

216.3 25.0 SIIE-04 9.3 36.0 3.44 0.328 90.5 112 2.18E+l3

( 238.8 25.5 9.00E-04 9.3 35.5 3.31 0.236 92.9 109 2.32E+13(

1 280.8 26.0 B.SOE-04 9.5 35.7 3.37 0.210 93.8 113 2.35E+l31

t 2843 291.3 26.'1  25.6 8.88~.04 S.OOE-04 9.5 9.5 35.6 36.3 3.32 0.160 95.2 115 2.38E+13  2.2lE+13

1 314.3 25.9 9.05E-04 10 38.4 3.40 0.160 95.3 124 2.05E+131

323.3 26.7 6.76EJX 1 0 36.9 2.27E+13

332.3 26.7 8.76E-04 1 0 36.9 3.36 0.175 94.8 118 2.27E+l3



Table 6.11 Bench-Scale Test Data for GC Combination

-
Absolute Permeate Normalized Bulk Permeate DDC Mass Gel

Time Temp. Viscosity Flow, Q Flux, J DOC DOC Rejec. Loading Resist.
(hr)  (“C) p(Pa’s)  (mUmin) fL/m’/hr) (mg/L) (mq/L) (%) ( m a  Clm’hr) (m-‘1

Deion.W 24.4 9.24E-04 18.0 71.0 R,"= *.66E+13

0.5 25.2 9.07b04 17.6 67.8 3.40 2.11 37.9 87.5 1.77E+l2
-

1.0 26.1 8.88E-04 17.0 63.8 4.19E+l2

2.8 27.9 8.52E-04 17.2 61.2 6.82E+12
-

6.5 29.2 628E-04 16.1 55.1 1.16E+13
-

7.5 29.2 8.28E-04 16.0 54.8 3.45 2.18 36.8 69.6 l.l8E+13

23." 29.2 8.28B04 14.4 49.3 1.61E+13
-
24.6 28.5 8.41E-04 14.2 49.6 3.52 2.17 38.4 67.0 1.51E+l3

26.5 27.7 6.56E-04 14.3 51.2 1.32E+13

30.0 26.9 8.72E-04 13.7 50.2 ,.32E+13
-

26.9 8.72E-04 13.7 50.2 3.58 2.27 36.6 65.8 1.32E+l3

26.9 8.72E-04 13.9 50.9 1.26E+13

27.3 6.64G04 13.8 50.0 ,.38E+13

1 55." 26.4 6.82E-04  13.5 50.2 3.68 2.21 39.9 76.5 1.28E+l31

1 72.0 26.4 8.82E-04  13.3 49.5 1.33E+131

1 78.0 26.1 8.88E-04  13.1 49.2 3.78 2.26 40.2 74.7 1.33E+131

k 26.2 8.86E-04  13.1 49.0 135E*131

k 26.0 8.90E-04  13.0 46.9 3.65 2.12 41.9 74.8 1.34E+131

103,5 25.7 8.96E-M 13.0 49.4 1.28E+13
-
120,5 26.4 8.82G04 13.0 48.3 3.66 2.24 36.8 68.6 1,43E+13
-
127~5 25.8 8.94E.04 13.0 49.2 1.30E+13

1440 26.9 8.72E-04 13.0 47.6 3.66 2.27 36.0 66.2 l.53E+13
-
169,O 27.3 &64E-04 13.1 47.4 3.79 2.38 37.2 66.9 '1.59E+l3

193.0 27.0 8.70E-04 13.1 47.9 3.68 2.24 39.1 68.9 ',.52E+13

219.0 26.3 8.84E-04 12.6 47.7 3.62 2.30 36.5 63.0 ',.47E+13

240.5 26.9 8.72E-04 12.9 47.3 3.72 2.34 37.1 65.2 ',.57E+13

8.64E-04 13.0 47.1 3.73 2.35 37.0 65.0 ',.62E+13

8.66E.04 13.1 47.6 3.96 2.38 40.2 76.1 ,.57E+13

8.52E-04 13.6 49.1 3.70 2.41 349 63.3 ,.50E+13

8.66E-04 i3.5 49.0 3.73 2.44 34.6 63.3 1.44E+l3
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Figure 6.9 NOM Mass Loading for Bench-Scale EH Combination
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Figure 6.13 NOM Gel Resistance for Bench-Scale EH Combination
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Figure 6.15 NOM Gel Resistance for Bench-Scale EC Combination

Figure 6.16 NOM Gel Resistance for Bench-Scale GC Combination
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6.4.1 Propagation of Uncertainty for Bench-Scale Tests

The analysis of the propagation of uncertainty of the measured and

calculated parameters for the bench-scale tests followed the same format

used for the stirred cell tests. Measurements of the applied pressure and

temperature in the bench-scale tests were performed in identical manner to

the stirred cell tests. Differences in the equipment and operating conditions

affected the calculations of permeate flux rate and osmotic pressure as

described below. The uncertainties for all other calculated quantities were

determined using the equations developed for the stirred ceil tests.

The membrane used in the Osmonics test cell is a rectangle that

measures 19 cm x 14 cm. The uncertainty of each measurement is 61=  1

c:m.  The uncertainty of the calculated area is expressed using the following

equation (adapted from Taylor, 1997):

(6.28)

The permeate flow rate, Q, was measured using a graduated cylinder

and a stopwatch. The uncertainty of Q is a combination of the uncertainties

in the measurement of time and volume, and is assumed to have an overall

Iuncertainty  of 10% of the measured value: CW = O.lOQ.  The uncertainty in

,the calculation of permeate flux rate was again determined using Eq. (6.10).

8 1



Osmotic pressure, zln, in bench-scale tests occurred only when using

the ESNA membrane &In= 0 for tests using the GM membrane). The

osmotic pressure was negligible (An < 0.5 psi) for the EH combination, and

only about 3 psi for the EC combination. Again the osmotic pressure was

calculated using Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) having an assumed uncertainty of 10%:

dA17=  0.10 An.

The bench-scale modeling parameters (W,,, I?,,,,, and K)  were not

calculated directly but rather were determined statistically by least squares

fitting. The uncertainty of W,, and R,,,, due to propagation was

approximated as the uncertainty of the Wand Rg values that were closest to

these statistical values. The corresponding uncertainty in K was simulated

using the following equation (adapted from Taylor, 1997):

(6.28)

6.4.2 Least Squares Uncertainty for Bench-Scale Tests

Least squares fitting was used to plot the relationships between NOM

mass loading, W,  vs. time and gel resistance, R,,  vs. time according to the

modeling parameters developed in Eqs. (5.16 - 5.19). The fitted curves were

analyzed statistically to determine the modeling parameters W,,, R,,,,, and K.
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The uncertainty of W,, was calculated using Eq. (6.25). The parameter R,,

was evaluated by the linearized form of Eq. (5.19). The uncertainty of R,,,ax

was calculated using Eq. (6.25) for Rg and the following equation (Taylor,

1997):

(6.29)

The NOM accumulation coefficient, K, was calculated as the ratio

R,,,a~,id  and, therefore, the uncertainty in K was determined by the standard

propagation formula (Taylor, 1997):

(6.30)

6.4.3 Discussion of Bench-Scale Results

The plots of the NOM mass loading function, W(t), show a gradual

decrease with time. The dashed lines are a least squares fit using linear

regression. The plots illustrate that the step input used to describe W(t) for

,the gel resistance model (Eqs. [5.16  - 5.171) is a valid approximation. The

midpoint of each regression line, W,,, was taken as the approximate value of

,the step input.
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The plots of NOM gel resistance, R,, increase exponentially with time

and approach a maximum steady value, R,,,, for all four source water-

membrane combinations. These maximum gel resistance values divided by

their respective step inputs, W,,, yields the Kvalues for the bench-scale

resistance model, Eq. (5.19). The modeling parameters are summarized in

Table 6.12. The following observations are made with respect to the NOM

mass loading values, W,,, from Table 6.12:

. Wc, > W,, due to the greater permeate flux rate of the GM

ultrafiltration membrane.

. W,,  < W,, due to the much lower NOM rejection of the GM

ultrafiltration membrane. The GM membrane was much less efficient

in rejecting the CR NOM as compared to HT NOM resulting in a much

greater concentration of NOM at the membrane surface.

. W,, > W,, because the NOM concentration of the CR feedwater was

greater than the HT water while NOM rejection was about the same.

The NOM accumulation coefficient, K,  represents the proportion of the

NOM mass loading, W,,, that is incorporated into the gel layer. The K

parameter is comprised of constants that describe properties of the

feedwater, NOM, and membrane which influence NOM-membrane

interactions. As shown in Table 6.12, the K values for the tests using CR
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Table 6.12 Bench-Scale Modeling Parameters

I I Uncertainty,%
I

Uncertainty, %
I

Uncertainty, %
I

W,id Propag. L e a s t  S q .  R,,, Propag. Least Sq. K Propag. Least Sq.
Test (mglm’hr) Analysis Analysis’ (m”) Analysis Analysis’ (mhrlmg) Analysis Analysts’

EH 85 1 1 20 0.93E13  42 25 l.lEll 43 32

1 GH 1 120 13 1 l.lE13  33 24 1 0.92Ell  35

E C 120 1 1 1 4 2.3E13 30 38 1.9Ell 32 40

G C 69 18 17 1.5E13 30 29 2.2Ell 35 33

‘Percent uncertainty for least squares analysis based on two standard deviations (95% confidence level): % uncertainty = 204~.



watler  are about double the corresponding values for the tests using HP

water. The larger Kvalues for CR water are attributed to the much greater

ionic strength of the CR water. The greater ionic strength reduces the

electrostatic repulsion between the NOM and membrane which leads to

increased gel resistance.

The exponential increase and subsequent maximum steady value of

gel resistance with time was predicted by the gel resistance model.

Additionally, test data support the theory and definition of the NOM

accumulation coefficient, K, in terms of the properties of the feedwater, NOM,

and membrane.

6.5 Pilot-Scale Results

A pilot-scale test was conducted for each of the four source water-

membrane combinations using the methods and apparatus described in

Section 4.3.3. The raw data and calculated parameters are presented in

Tables 6.13 - 6.16. Plots of the NOM mass loading function, W(t), and NOM

gel resistance, R,, are shown on Figures 6.17 - 6.24.
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Table 6.13 Pilot-Scale Test Data for EH Combination

Absolute Permeate Normalized Bulk Permeate DOC Mass Gel
Temp. Viscosity Flow, Q Flux, J DOC DOC Rejec. Loading Resist.

jhr) (“Cl II ( P a ’ s )  Urnin)  (Um’lhr)  hIKIlL) (mg/L) (%) ( m a  C/m*hr)  (m.‘)

2 2 . 7 9.62E-04 1.25 30.9 &=7.47E+13tl,”1 23.8 9.37E-04 1.20 28.7 3.24 0.21 93.5 66.9 l.Q4E+12

7 24.4 9.24E-04 1.20 28.2 4.03E+lZ

1 2 24.4 9.24E-04 1.20 28.2 4.03E+lZ

24 24.4 9.24E-04 1.16 27.7 3.24 0.16 94.4 64.8 5.16E+12

39 24.6 9.19E-04 1.17 27.3 6.47E+12

51 24.3 9.26E-04 1.17 27.6 3.24 0.16 95.1 84.9 5.3%E+l2

63 24.4 9.24E-04 1.17 27.5 5.74E+12

7 2 24.4 9.24E-04 1.16 27.2 3.24 0.18 944 83.4 6.33E+12

a4 24.3 9.26E-04 1.13 26.6 7.79E+12

96 24.3 9.2%E-04 1.12 26.4 3.24 0.20 93.8 80.2 8.42E+12

108 24.3 9.26E-04 1.11 26.2 9.0%E+12

120 24.3 9.26E-04 1.10 25.9 3.38 0.22 93.5 81.9 9.7lE+12

132 24.3 9.26E-04 1.10 25.9 9.7lE+l2

14% 24.3 Q.Z%E-04 1.08 25.4 3.38 0.2% 92.3 79.4 l.,lE+13

160 24.3 9.26E-04 1.09 25.7 l.O4E+13

172 24.3 9.26B04 1.07 25.2 3.38 0.21 93.8 79.9 ,.,7E+13

184 24.2 9.28E-04 1.06 25.0 ,.20E+13

196 24.4 9.24E-06 1.07 25.1 3.38 0.19 94.4 80.2 1~21E+l3

20% 24.3 9.26E-04 1.06 25.0 ,.24E+13

77" 7d 2 9 ,RF-04 1 06 26~0 ?.20E+l3

f 244 268 297 24.3 24.3 24~4 9.2%E-04  9.26E-M !X24E-04 1.04 1.05 1.04 24.5 24.7 24.4 3.41 3.41 0.25 0.28 92.7 91.8 n.4 76.5 1.39E+l3  1.32E+l3  ,.43E+l3

24.3 9.26E-W 1.02 24.0 1.54E+13

24.3 9.26G04 1.02 24.0 3.22 0.24 92.5 71.6 1.54E+13

364 24.3 9.26E-04 1.01 23.8 l.%ZE+13

388 24.2 9.2%E-04 1 .oo 23.6 3.22 0.20 93.6 71.4 l.%5E+l3

412 24.2 9.28E-04 1.01 23.9 1.57Et13

436 24.2 9.28E-04 0.99 23.4 3.07 0.21 93.2 66.9 1.73ETl3

I 460 484 24.2 24.3 9.2%E-04  Q.Z%E-04 0.99 0.98 23.4 23.1 3.07 0.18 94.1 66.7 1.73Ecl3  l.%%E+l3
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Table 6.14 Pilot-Scale Test Data for GH Combination
-

Absolute Permeate  Normalized Bulk Permeate  DOC Mass Gel
Time Temp. Viscosity Flow, Q Flux, J DOC DOC Rejec.  L o a d i n g Resist.
(hr)  (“C) v (P&s) (Urnin) Wm*/hr) W-I/L)  (WI/L) (%) (mqC/m’hr) cm-‘)

Deion.

-!%o 22.7
9.62E-04 2.11 54.2 9. = *,.38E+13

1 23.0 9.55E-04 1.90 48.4 3.28 1.20 63.4 100.6 4.13E+12

7 24.6 9.19E-04 2.02 49.1
-

1 2 24.4 924E-O4 1.99 48.6
-

24 24.3 9.26E-04 1.97 48.3 3.28 1.22 62.8 99.4

3 9 24.3 9.26E-04 1.91 46.6 5.9aE+l2

-5'1 24.4 9.24E-04 1.88 45.9 3.28 1.21 63.1 95.1 --I6.61E+12
-

63 24.5 9.22E-04 1.84 44.8 7.44E+121

7 2 24.5 9.22E-04 1.8~ 44.1 3.28 1.19 63.7 92.1

a4 24.2 9.28E-04 1.77 43.5
-

96 24.3 9.26E-04 1.73 42.4 3.28 1.31 60.1 83.5

Ir?R  7.47 9 ,RF-“4 169 41.6 9.68E+121

1 2 0 24.2 9.28E-04 1.67 41.0 3.47 1.38 60.2 85.8

132 24.2 9.28E-04 1.64 40.3
-
148 24.2 9.28E-04 1.64 40.3 3.47 1.48 67.3 80.2

160 24.2 9.28E-134 1.63 40.1
-
172 24.1 9.30E-04 1.67 38.7 3.47 1.42 59.1 79.3

184 24.2 9.28E-04 1.59 39.1

19.3 24~3 9~26E-04 1.68 38.7 3.47 1.40 59.7 80.1

208 24.3 9.26E-04 1.55 38.0 ,.29E+13

120 24.5 9.22E-04 1.53 37.3 1.38Ec13

2-T 26.2 9.07E-04 1.53 36.5 3.18 1.26 60.4 70.1 ,.52E+13
-
268 25.1 9.09E-04 1.54 36.9 ,.47E+13

292 25.2 9.07334 1.62 36.3 3.18 1.31 58.8 67.8 ,.54E+13
-
316 25.2 9.07E-04 1.51 36.0 1.57E+13

340 24.6 9.22G04 1.5 36.5 3.42 1.29 62.3 n.8 1.45Ec13

364 24.7 9.17E-04 1.49 36.1

388 24.5 9.22E-04 1.60 36.5 3.42 1.28 63.2 78.9

412 24.4 9.24ELkl 1.46 35.7

d?R 744  P7dF-M 1‘44 35~2 3.62 1.36 61.4 76.0 1.59E+131

--460 24.4 9.24E-04 1.46 35.7 1.54E+131
-
4ad 24~4 9.24E-04 1.47 35.9 3.52 1.31 62.8 79.4 1.51E+131
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Table 6.16 Pilot-Scale Test Data for EC Combination

r Absolute Permeate Normalized Bulk Permeate DOC Mass Gel- .
DOC R+?C. Loading KeSISt.  (Time Temp. Viscosity Flow,  Q Flux, J DOG

p) (q M (pa%)  (Urnin) (Um’lhrl  (mqlL) (w/L) (%) (mgC/m2hr)  (m-‘1 ,

Deion.
H,O 32

7.79E-04 0 . 9 3 17.5 &,= 7.52E+13

2 29.7 a.i9E-04 0.85 17.1 3.53 0.32 90.9 548 9.78E+l2

1 5 28.8 8.36E-04 0.87 17.9 l.l8E+l3

1 8 33.4 7.57G04 0.94 16.9 2.32E+13

30 30.2 S.lOE-04 0.73 14.4 4.33 0.28 93.5 58.5 2.67E+13

42 37.2 7.00E-04 0.92 14.8 2.29E+l3

50 33.3 7.58E-04 0.81 14.6 3.24 0.22 93.2 44.2 2.12E+13

60 35.8 7.20E-04 0.83 13.9 3.04E+l3

70 38.5 7.lOE-04 0.87 14.3 3.06 0.35 88.6 38.7 3.02E+l3

84 36.9 7.04E-04 0.87 14.1 3.14Ec13

90 32.8 7.66E-04 0.83 15.2 3.22 0.40 87.6 42.9 2.07E+13

100 31.9 7.8lE-04 0.80 15.1 2.36Ec13

110 28.5 8.41E-04 0.67 13.9 2.86 0.33 88.5 35.3 2.86E+l3

120 33.5 7.55E-04 0.72 12.9 3.06E+l3

140 33.6 7.53E-04 0.75 13.4 2.92 0.28 90.4 35.4 2.77E+13

185 29.2 8.28E-04 0.64 13.0 2.77E+l3

215 30.3 8.08E-04 0.69 13.6 2.71 0.25 90.8 33.5 3.26E+13

235 33.7 7.52B04 0.78 13.6 3.73E+13

250 27.2 8.66E-04 0.59 12.8 3.23 0.26 92.0 37.9 3.30E+13

260 31.7 7.84E-04 0.75 14.2 3.54 0.35 90.1 45.3 3.74E+i3

272 29.2 8.28B04 0.68 13.9 3.53 0.21 94.1 48.0 3.95E+13

292 26.5 8.80E.04 0.62 13.7 3.16 0.37 88.3 36.2 3,47E+13

320 29.9 8.16E.04 0.71 14.2 2.43 0.26 89.3 30.8 3.89E+l3

332 26.9 8.72E-04 0.67 14.6 3.37E+13

342 29.5 8.23E-04 0.71 14.3 2.94 0.30 89.8 37.9 3.66E+13

362 30.1 8.12E-04 0.72 14.3 2.75 0.18 93.5 36.7 3.63E+13

382 29.5 8.23C04 0.69 13.9 2.57 0.22 91.4 32.8 3.64E+13

410 30.5 8.05E-04 0.74 14.5 2.67 0.26 90.3 35.0 3.69E+13

424 27.8 8.54E-04 0.68 14.4 2.72 0.15 94.5 37.1 3.52Et13

475 27.2 8.66E-04 0.67 14.5 3.64E+l3

492 27.7 8.56E-04 0.66 14.1 2.51 0.26 89.6 31.6 3.89E+l3
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Table 6.16 Pilot-Scale Test Data for GC Combination

Absolute Permeate  Normalized Bulk Permeate DOC Mass Gel
Time Temp. Viscosity Flow, Q Flux, J DOC DOC Rejec.  Loading Resist.

_(hr)  (“C) p ( P a ’ s )  (Umin) (Um’lhr)  (mn/L) (W/L) ( % )  (mqC/m2hr)  (m-‘)
D&on.s 32 7.79B04 2.11 39.6 R, = 2.4cE+13

2 25.8 8.94E-04 1.89 42.6 2.56 1.01 60.5 66.0 7.57E+12
- -

1 5 21.7 9.65E-04 1.60 40.7 6.35E+12
-

76 759 RP?F-"d 167 37~5 ,.23E+13z --‘- ___-  _
40 22.3 9.71E-04 1.60 40.0 2.64 1.12 57.6 60.8

T 24.5 9.22E-04 1.67 39.1

2 27.2 8.66E-04 1.80 38.9 2.62 1.00 61.8 63.1
-

78 24.5 9.22~~04 1.50 35.1 2.45 1.14 53.5 46.0

a 22.1 9.76E-04 1.48 37.2

-ii 22.3 9.71E-04 1.44 36.0 2.51 1.06 57.8 52.2
-
110 22.5 9.66E-04 1.38 34.3 2.69 1.21 56.0 50.7

122 21.1 9.99E-04 1.20 31.1

xi 23.6 9.41E-04 1.31 31.5 2.51 1.14 54.6 43.2

146 20.1 1.02E-03 1.22 32.5

158 22.6 9.59E-04 1.32 32.5 2.54 1.18 53.5 44.2
-

170 23.4 9.46E-04 1.29 31.2 2.62 1.21 53.8 44.0

182 22.3 9.71E-04 1.27 31.7 1.56E+13

T4 25.2 9.07E-04 1.33 30.5 2.49 1.11 55.4 42.1 2.01E+13

7s 25.3 9.05E-04 1.36 31.1 2.04E+13

x5 22.7 9.62E-04 1.27 31.4 2.59 1.06 59.1 48.0 ,.69E+13

258 23.3 9.48E-04 1.34 32.5 2.66 1.15 65.4 46.5 ',.73E+13

176 22.0 9.78E-04 1.29 32.5 2.66 1.12 58.2 50.7 ,.72E+13

303 22.1 9.76E-04 1.20 30.2 1.91Ec13

335 16.5 l.lZE-03 0.87 25.6 2.71 1.01 62.7 43.9 ,.76E+13

356 17.1 l.lOE-03 0.89 25.9 2.56 0.99 61.3 40.7 1.73E+13
-

391 20.6 l.OiE-03 1.03 26.9 2.50 1.13 54.8 36.9 2.20E+13

-zrr, 19.6 ,.04E-03 1.01 27.3 2.48 1.17 52.8 35.8 %.07E+13

448 18.3 l.O7E-03 0.95 26.7 2.51 1.21 51.8 34.7 '1.93E+13
-
482 17.6 1.09E-03 0.91 26.1 2.81 1.15 59.1 43.4 2.11E+13
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Figure 6.17 NOM Mass Loading for Pilot-Scale EH Combination
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Figure 6.18 NOM Mass Loading for Pilot-Scale GH Combination
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Figure 6.19 NOM Mass Loading for Pilot-Scale EC Combination
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Figure 6.20 NOM Mass Loading for Pilot-Scale GC Combination
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Figure 6.21 NOM Gel Resistance for Pilot-Scale EH Combinatio n

Figure 6.22 NOM Gel Resistance for Pilot-Scale GH Combination
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Figure 6.24 NOM Gel Resistance for Pilot-Scale GC Combination
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6..6.1  Propagation of Uncertainty for Pilot-Scale Tests

The pilot-scale test apparatus (Figure 4.3) employed superior

electronic instrumentation for data collection as compared to the analog and

manual measurements for the stirred cell and bench-scale tests.

Measurements of flow rate, temperature, and pressure were performed using

a combination of electronic sensors and indicators. The combined

uncertainty of each measurement is the sum of the individual uncertainties for

each instrument component used in the measurement. A review of

manufacturer’s literature for pilot instrumentation provided the basis for the

following estimates of measurement uncertainty. The resulting assumed

instrumentation uncertainties are:

. Permeate flow rate, 3% random, 0.1 Umin systematic

. Temperature, 2% random, I’C systematic

. Pressure, 1% random, 2 psi systematic

Pressure measurements were taken at the inlet (feedwater) and outlet

(concentrate) of each 2.5 x 40 in. membrane element. Permeate flow exited

the system to atmospheric pressure; however, it is assumed that a small,

permeate pressure provided the driving force for the permeate to flow through

i:he permeate carrier and system plumbing. This permeate pressure was not

measured but was assumed to be about 5 psi. The average applied pressure
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for the pilot tests was estimated using the following equation:

APmg  =
p/  + e

2
- 5 (6.31)

where: AP,,, = average applied pressure across element, psi

P, = measured feed pressure, psi

PC = measured concentrate pressure, psi

The pressure distribution along the membrane element was not

investigated and is unknown. The pressure difference between the inlet and

outlet (P, - P,) did not exceed 7 psi. Therefore, the actual average applied

pressure does not differ significantly from that calculated by Eq. (6.31) which

assumes a linear pressure distribution. It does, however, add uncertainty to

the pressure calculations. The uncertainty of Eq. (6.31) due to the unknown

pressure distribution is assumed to be 2 psi. The overall uncertainty in the

applied pressure calculation is calculated using the following equations

(ad,apted  from Taylor, 1997):

“P, =  (O.OlP,) t  2J

(6.32)

(6.33)

(6.34)
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The quantity of membrane area used to calculate the permeate flux

rate was taken as the nominal membrane area provided by the manufacturer.

The uncertainty of this quantity is assumed to be 6% of nominal membrane

area: dA  = 0.06A.  The analysis of the propagation of uncertainty of the

mleasured  and calculated parameters for the pilot-scale tests followed the

same format and equations developed for the bench-scale test analysis.

6.52  Least Squares Uncertainty for Pilot-Scale Tests

Least squares fitting was employed to correlate the NOM mass

loading, W, and the gel resistance, R,,  with the modeling parameters: W,,

R max, and K.  The uncertainty analysis based on the least squares fitting

followed the same procedures and equations developed for the bench-scale

test analysis.

6.5.3 Discussion of Pilot-Scale Results

The plots of the NOM mass loading function, W(t), show a gradual

decrease with time. The dashed lines are a least squares tit using linear

regression. The plots illustrate that the step input used to describe W(t) for

the gel resistance model (Eqs. [5.16  - 5.171)  is a valid approximation. The

midpoint of each regression line, W,,, was taken as the approximate value of

the step input.
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The plots of NOM gel resistance, R,, increase exponentially with time

and approach a maximum steady value, R,,,,,, for all four source water-

membrane combinations. These maximum gel resistance values divided by

their respective step inputs, W,,,,, yields the K values for the pilot-scale

resistance model, Eq. (5.19). The modeling parameters are summarized in

Table 6.17. The following observations are made with respect to the NOM

mass loading values, W,,, from Table 6.17:

. W,, = W,, because the difference in permeate flux rate is offset by

the difference in NOM rejection.

. W,, = ‘LWs, and W,, = ‘/;w,, due to the lower flux rate achieved in

the pilot tests using CR water. The pilot system using CR water was

operated at about 20% below the target pressures (due to operator

and equipment error) for both the ESNA and GM membranes.

The NOM accumulation coefficient, K,  represents the proportion of the

NOM mass loading, W,,, that is incorporated into the gel layer. The K

parameter is comprised of constants that describe properties of the

feedwater, NOM, and membrane which influence NOM-membrane

interactions. As shown in Table 6.17, the K values for the tests using CR

water are 2 - 4 times greater than the corresponding values for tests using HT

water. The larger K values for CR water are attributed to the much greater

9 8



Table 6.17 Pilot-Scale Modeling Parameters

Uncertainty,% Uncertainty, % Uncertainty, %

W rnld Propag. Least  Sq.  R,, Propag. Least Sq. K Propag. Least Sq.
Analvsis Analvsis’ Analvsis Analvsis’ lmhrlmal Analvsis Analvsis’

EH 77 IO 3.5 1.9E13 48 8.6 25E11 49 9.2

G H 81 12 25 1.5E13 22 7.7 1.9Ell 25 19

1 EC 1 38 72 27 1 3.8E13  31 17 1 IOEII  34 32 1

GC 46 13 25 2.lE13 20 9.0 4.5Ell 24 26

‘Percent uncertainty for least squares analysis based on two standard deviations (95% confidence level): % uncertainty = 2oJy.



ionic strength of the CR water. The greater ionic strength reduces the

electrostatic repulsion between the NOM and membrane which leads to

increased gel resistance.

The exponential increase and subsequent maximum steady value of

gel resistance with time was predicted by the gel resistance model.

Additionally, test data support the theory and definition of the NOM

accumulation coefficient, K, in terms of the properties of the feedwater, NOM,

and membrane.

6.6 Comparison of Scales of Operation

A principal objective of this research was to compare NOM fouling of

membranes at different scales of operation. Results from membrane tests

are frequently used to predict performance at larger scales of operation.

Proper interpretation of test results, however, requires an understanding of

the mechanical similarity between the scales of operation, Mechanical!

similarity consists of both geometric and dynamic similarity (Lindeburg, 1992).

6.6.1 Comparison of Geometric Similarity

Geometric similarity refers to scale in length, area, and volume. For

membrane testing, the primary geometric parameters that affect similitude of

scale are the volume of water per unit of time (feedwater flow rate) and the
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active area of membrane surface. For the tests conducted, these parameters

increased almost in proportion to each other by the orders of magnitude

shown in Table 6.18.

Table 6.18 Scale Comparison of Flow Rate and Membrane Area

Scale of Operation
Feedwater Flow Membrane Surface

Rate (Umin) Area (m’)

Laboratory stirred cell 2.0 x 1o.3 3.0 x 1o-3

Bench scale 7.0 x 10-l 1.5 x lo-*

Pilot scale 1.1 x 10’ 2.6 x IO’

6.6.2 Comparison of Dynamic Similarity

Dynamic similarity refers to the scale of forces that affect membrane

operation. These forces result from pressure, viscosity, inertia (feedwater

velocity), concentration gradient, etc. The intent of the experimental methods

was to minimize the differences in these dynamic forces between the scales

of testing in order to study the influence of NOM-membrane interactions on

NOM fouling. Significant differences in dynamic forces were introduced,

however, due to the operational constraints described below:

1) Viscous forces varied considerably between the individual tests and

between the scales of operation due to changes in ambient

temperature. Calculations of absolute viscosity and permeate flux rate
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included empirical correlations with temperature to compensate for the

changes viscous forces. Dynamic similarity between scales of

operation was not significantly compromised with regard to viscosity.

2) Laboratory stirred cell tests are conducted in a dead-end filtration

mode which allows the rejected solute to remain in the feedwater

reservoir. Consequently, the NOM concentration of the bulk feedwater

steadily increases through time.

In contrast, bench- and pilot-scale tests are operated in a crossflow

filtration mode which carries the rejected solute away from the

membrane surface in a waste stream that exits the system. Under

these conditions, the NOM concentration of the bulk feedwater

remains at a steady level through time. The lower, steady NOM

concentration in the bulk feedwater of the bench- and pilot-scale tests

should produce lower rates of NOM fouling and flux decline as

compared to the laboratory stirred cell tests.

3) The hydrodynamic conditions at the membrane surface are an

important factor in the formation of the NOM gel layer. The difference

in operating in a crossflow vs. dead-end filtration system produc,es  a

significant change in the hydrodynamics at the membrane surface.
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For bench- and pilot-scale tests, the feedwater flows across a narrow

channel (0.01 cm in height) above the membrane surface. Application

of the same driving pressure and feedwater velocity across the narrow

spacer material should produce fairly consistent hydrodynamic

conditions across the membrane surface for bench- and pilot-scale

tests.

In contrast, a stirred column of bulk feedwater solution is applied

directly to the membrane surface in the laboratory stirred cell test

apparatus. The stirring action moves the feedwater in a circular

pattern around the circular membrane surface. The angular velocity of

the feedwater increases with the radial distance from the center of the

membrane. The unknown flow dynamics of the large column coupled

with the radial variation in flow velocity produced hydrodynamic

conditions at the membrane surface that were difficult to quantify and

correlate with the crossflow hydrodynamics of bench- and pilot-scale

tests.

4) All three scales of testing used microfiltration (0.30 - 0.45 urn) to

pretreat the HT and CR feedwaters. The longer test periods employed

in the pilot-scale tests required the addition of sulfuric acid and

chloramines to prevent scaling and biofouling, respectively. The

relatively small dose of sulfuric acid was not expected to affect the rate
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of NOM fouling. The potential impact of chloramines on NOM fouling,

however, is unknown. Chloramines represent a weak oxidant that is

potentially capable of reacting with NOM, but the degree and type of

potential reactions were not investigated in this research.

5) Membrane permeate in spiral-wound pilot elements travels a

significant distance through tightly rolled membrane sheets before

exiting to ambient pressure. This contrasts sharply with the immediate

exit of permeate flow to ambient pressure that is inherent in the stirred

cell and bench-scale test apparatus.

The considerable length and restricted channel height of the permeate

stream at the pilot scale imposes greater drag forces than those

observed at lower scales of testing using flat sheets. These friction

forces are seen as additional hydraulic membrane resistance which

consume a portion of the applied transmembrane pressure. They

result in lower permeate flux and a corresponding decrease in the

NOM mass loading as compared to stirred cell and bench-scale

operations.

6) Variability in the applied pressure and NOM concentration in the

feedwater affects the dynamics of NOM fouling. The amount of

applied pressure was easily and carefully controlled in the stirred cell
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and bench-scale tests. Pilot-scale controls, however, were not

adequate to ensure consistency in applied pressure.

Temporal differences between scales of testing resulted in minor

variations of NOM concentration in the feedwaters. It is expected that

the consequence of variability in NOM concentration and applied

pressure is increased scatter of test results.

6,.6.3 Comparison of Membrane Performance

The performance and modeling parameters for all tests conducted are

summarized in Table 6.19. Membrane performance is described in terms of

the rate and amount of NOM gel layer formation, and is correlated with the

gel resistance modeling parameters. The gel resistance model calculates the

rate and amount of gel resistance in terms of the NOM mass loading (w) and

the cumulative effect of all NOM-membrane interactions (K). The model was

based on the assumption and intent of the experimental methodology to

minimize differences in the operational parameters that also influence NOM

fouling.

As discussed in the previous section, however, dynamic similarity

between scales of operation was compromised to varying degrees by

operational differences. The membrane performance and modeling
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Table 6.19 Summary of Membrane Performance

*+  Maximum gel resistance al  steady state. Stirred cell tests did not  reach steady state.

***  Gel !o:mstior!  me  is  leng!h  o! !ime  (4!) for gel mis!ance  !o reach Ir!n”  37’.



parameters are, therefore, compared with regard to the similarities and

differences between the scales of operation.

The clean membrane resistance, R,,  varied between scales of testing.

The membrane resistance of the pilot-scale ESNA membrane was about

double the value observed at the stirred cell and bench-scale. This

difference may be attributed to the greater length and/or tighter construction

of the spiral wound elements which impose additional friction forces on the

pemleate flow. This scale-up effect was not observed for the GM membrane.

Perhaps the ESNA membrane elements are more tightly wound than the GM

elements. The hydraulic resistance of the GM membrane in the stirred cell

tests was about double the value observed at the bench- and pilot-scale.

This difference is not accounted for by operational conditions and, therefore,

is likely the result of local variations in membrane permeability that are

sometimes, encountered within a single membrane element.

The test data indicate a trend of decreasing NOM mass loading with

increasing scale of operation. This trend is explained in terms of the

operating conditions imposed at each scale of operation. The very large

mass loading rates for the stirred cell tests are a consequence of the dead-

end filtration mode of operation. The decreased levels of NOM loading

observed at the pilot scale are due to a combination of lower applied
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pressure, lower NOM concentration in the bulk feedwater, and higher

membrane resistance.

A scale-up trend is apparent in the calculated values of the NOM

accumulation coefficient, K. The bench-scale K values are approximately five

times greater than the corresponding K values for the laboratory stirred cell

tests. Similarly, pilot-scale K values are about double the corresponding K

values for the bench-scale tests. The NOM accumulation coefficient is a

modeling parameter that was defined in terms of properties of the feedwater,

NOM, and membrane. A conclusive explanation for the scale-up trend is not

discernable from operating conditions or parameter definition; however,

possible explanations include:

1) The addition of chloramines to the feedwater of the pilot-scale tests

may have chemically altered the NOM properties relative to stirred cell

and bench-scale tests.

2) Dead-end filtration in the laboratory stirred cell tests significantly

altered the concentrations of NOM and other solutes in the bulk

feedwater and at the membrane surface relative to bench- and pilot-

scale tests.
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3) The radial stirred flow of the feedwater column in the laboratory

stirred cell tests probably created very different hydrodynamic

conditions at the membrane surface relative to the crossflow dynamics

of bench- and pilot-scale tests. These different hydrodynamic

conditions may have altered the degree of NOM-membrane

interactions.

4) A biofilm may have developed on the membrane surface in

proportion to the length of time tested. Test times for stirred cell, bench

scale, and pilot scale were approximately 15, 300, and 500 hours,

respectively. The short duration of the stirred cell tests likely precluded

significant biofilm formation. Previous bench-scale research (Cho,

1998) using HT and other surface waters analyzed fouled membrane

surfaces using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and found predominantly

NOM foulants but also relatively minor amounts of biological residuals

(polysaccharides). Greater K values at the bench and pilot scales may

be t,he result of a thin biofilm and/or increased NOM adsorption due to

the presence of the biofilm. If so, then K values may also be

dependant on the length of testing and should be considered when

extrapolating data.

The maximum gel resistance values, are about 1.5 - 2 times greater

for pilot-scale tests as compared to bench-scale tests. This trend correlates
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well with the corresponding scale-up of K values which describe the amount

of NOM mass that is incorporated into the gel layer. The plots of NOM gel

resistance, R,, increase exponentially with time and approach a maximum

steady value, R,,,, for all four source water-membrane combinations for both

bench- and pilot-scale tests. For bench-scale tests, however, R,,, was

achieved more rapidly and exhibited a more constant, steady-state value than

was observed in the pilot-scale tests. There are two possible explanations:

1) The bench-scale tests employed a continuous batch recycle of the

permeate and concentrate streams into the feedwater reservoir (during

which the finite fraction of NOM susceptible to fouling may have been

gradually depleted. If this occurred, it would have resulted in a

relatively more rapid approach to and constant level of R,,,, as

opposed to pilot-scale tests conducted with a single pass of feedwater

through the membrane.

2) The rate of gel layer formation generally decreases with increasing

scale of operation. This trend may be attributed to the decreasing

trend of NOM mass loading that was observed between the scales of

operation. The different operating circumstances discussed earlier in

the scale-up comparison of K values may also be a factor in the scale

differences of the rate of gel layer formation (e.g., lower flux at the

pilot-scale due to greater friction losses in the permeate stream). The
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expa’nential  increase toward a steady value of gel resistance for single-

pass systems was also observed by other researchers (Wresner  and

Aptel, 1996).

A basic premise of the gel resistance model and the membrane testing

protocol was to focus on NOM fouling and, therefore, eliminate other potential

sources of ,fouling. Microfiltration of the feedwater (0.30 - 0.45 pm) provided

a removal mechanism for particles and biological contaminants at all three

scales of testing. The risk of biofouling was minimal for the stirred cell tests

due to their short-term duration (about 16 hours).

There was a potential for biofouling of bench-scale tests due to the

longer-term (about 300 hours) and continuous recycle of the concentrate and

permeate streams into the bulk feedwater. A previous study using the same

equipment and test conditions, however, determined that biofouling did not

occur by examining the fouled membranes using scanning electronic

microscopy and attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared

spectroscopy (Cho, 1998). At the pilot-scale level, chloramine disinfectant

was added to the feedwater (0.10 mg/L)  as an additional measure to

preclude biofouling. All of the increase in resistance to permeate flux that

occurred during membrane testing with the source waters was attributed to

NOM fouling and carried through the modeling analysis. It is believed that

biofouling was not a significant factor in any of the tests conducted; however,
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if it did occur then it would have been included within the calculated values of

gel resistance and interpreted as such.
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A model of NOM gel resistance was developed to evaluate NOM

fouling in terms of NOM-membrane interactions at different scales of

membrane operation. The rate and extent of NOM gel layer formation

depends on a complex interaction between the NOM, membrane, and

feedwater constituents as well as numerous extrinsic factors imposed by

operating conditions. Differences in operating conditions were minimized and

simplifying assumptions were made regarding NOM transport to create a

model that describes gel layer formation as a function of two parameters:

1) The NOM concentration near the membrane surface and,

2) The cumulative NOM-membrane interactions that promote NOM

accumulation in the gel layer.

The NOM concentration proximate to the membrane surface primarily

depends on the rejection characteristics of the NOM solute-membrane

combination. The quantity of rejected NOM is easily calculated as the

difference in NOM concentration between the bulk feedwater and permeate

streams multiplied by the flux rate through the membrane. This calculated

quantity of rejected NOM is referred to as the NOM mass loading, W.

Although the NOM mass loading is not the precise concentration at the
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membrane surface, it provides a reasonable approximation for modeling

purposes. The gel resistance model was developed based on the

assumption that influences from operational differences were minimized to

insignificant levels. The concept of NOM mass loading, however, provides the

means to account for variations in NOM concentration and permeate flux rate

during each test and when comparing different tests.

It makes sense intuitively that each feedwater-membrane combination

produces a unique interaction that determines the fraction of available NOM

mass loading that is incorporated into the gel layer. This concept is

embodied in the gel resistance model by the NOM accumulation coefficient,

K. By definition, K represents the aggregate influence of NOM-membrane

interactions on gel layer formation. This research did not investigate a means

for measuring K based on properties of the NOM, feedwater, and membrane.

Instead K is calculated indirectly from the model as the ratio of gel resistance

to NOM mass loading.

The definitions and assumptions used in developing the gel resistance

model indicate that both modeling parameters (Wand K) are dependant on

properties of the NOM, feedwater, and membrane. The concentration and

size of NOM macromolecules, and the membrane pore size, are primarily

accounted for as NOM rejection using the NOM mass loading function, W.

Hydrophobic and electrostatic properties of the NOM, feedwater, and
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m’embrane  are primarily accounted for by adsorption using the NOM

accumulation coefficient. K.

It is hypothesized that the same properties of the NOM that promote

fouling can be quantitatively correlated with K, which was defined (Eq. [5.15])

as being directly proportional to the specific resistance, E,  of the NOM and

inversely proportional to the rate of backtransport, A. For example, increasing

hydrophobic character of NOM is expected to result in increasing K values

(i.e., greater fouling). This could be interpreted as either an increase in the

specific resistance of the gel layer or a decrease in the rate of backtransport.

Experimental studies using different NOM sources could provide an empirical

correlation between hydrophobic character (as measured by SUVA) and the

NOM accumulation coefficient, K. Clearly. the gel resistance model

developed herein provides theoretical insights into some aspects of the

dynamics of gel layer formation as opposed to an empirical, black-box

approach to modeling.

The gel resistance model has the flexibility to accommodate the

different types of NOM mass loading encountered in laboratory stirred cell,

b’ench-scale,  and pilot-scale tests. For all tests conducted at each scale of

testing, the form (curve fit) of the modeled gel resistance correlated well with

the actual measured gel resistance values. The curve-fitting process yielded

model parameters that correlated well with the measured properties of each
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feedwater-membrane combination and their expected influence on NOM gel

layer formation within each scale of operation.

It was hypothesized that NOM gel resistance would be greater for

membrane tests using CR water as opposed to HT water due to the much

greater ionic strength of the CR water. This hypothesis was corroborated by

the gel resistance test data and modeling parameters for all tests conducted.

A quantitative description of the influence of NOM-membrane interactions

was provided by the NOM accumulation coefficient, K. The K values for CR

tests were consistently about double the K values for the HT tests at each

scale of operation.

A comparison of the gel resistance data and modeling parameters

identified trends between the different scales of testing. A number of

operational differences that might account for these trends were noted but

there was insufficient information to support the selection of any particular

scale-up mechanism. The gel resistance model in its present form is not a

predictive model; its primary value, rather, lies in it ability to simulate gel

resistance and provide insight into the NOM-membrane interactions which

influence its formation.

The gel resistance model does hold promise as a potential tool for

predicting NOM fouling. The potential predictive utility of the gel resistance
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model would be better defined by conducting additional tests to confirm the

observed trends and determine the system properties responsible for them.

The results of future research could clarify the relationship between system

properties and model parameters and enable water treatment utilities to

utilize the model to predict performance at larger scales of operation.

Specific recommendations for future research to improve the gel resistance

model include:

. Study the effect (if any) of varying the input loading function, W, on the

NOM accumulation coefficient, K. This would determine whether K

and Ware, in fact, independent of each other, and the range of W

over which the assumption of independence is valid.

. Study a range of values for each of the properties of the feedwater,

NOM, and membrane which affect NOM fouling to determine their

correlation with the K value. For example, vary the ionic strength

(through the addition of dissolved salts) across a wide range of values

for each source water-membrane combination. This should yield an

empirical relationship between the ionic strength and the

corresponding K value. The current study evaluated only two different

ionic strengths.
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. Conduct replicates of each test to determine variation in test results

due to experimental error. This would establish the confidence

intervals over which the test data can be applied. The current study

did not conduct replicate tests.

. Study the mechanical differences between each scale of testing to

determine their influence on test results. The current study identified

these differences but did not investigate their influence on scale-up of

membrane performance.
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Table A.1 Laboratory Data for Initial Clean Water Flux

Test
T i m e

(hr)

Absolute Permeate Normalized Membrane
Temp. Viscosity F l o w ,  C ! Flux, J Resistance

(“C) (Pa*@ (mUmin)  IUmYhr) (m-l)

Stirred Cell
E H
GH
EC
GC

3 25.1 9.09E-04 2.13 42.3 4.49E+13
3 27.2 8.66E-04 2.12 42.1 4.51E+13
3 23.3 9.48E-04 2.14 42.5 4.46E+E
3 24.8 9.15E-04 2.27 45.1 4.21E+a

-. 1.- -..- -..

10.5 24.9 9.'
10.9 25.0 9.'
11.1 25.1 9.09E-04
11.3 25.3 9.c
11.5 25.4 9.1

G H 0.0 22.1 9.: -- -
0.5 22.4 E
1.5 22.9 9.!

12.0 25.4 9.02E-04
23.0 22.5 9.1
^^^ ^

FM iI” 77 7 R 66E-04 12.1 43.9 4.33E+13
13E-04 11.2 43.5 4.43E+13
llE-04 11.3 43.8 4.41E+13

11.3 43.7 4.42E+c
15E-04 11.4 43.8 4.40E+13
32G04 11.4 43.7 4.41E+13
7RFJM IQ6 83 R 7 lQF+l?..-.- -. - - -

l.69E-04 19.2 80:;  2.24E+E
57E-04 18.7 77.1 2.31E+i?

14 I 737 3 3RF+=._. ._.- -._--  ._
36E-04 18.7 78.0 229E+i?

!2.4 9.69E-04 18.6 77.9 2.30E+xLx3 2

E C 0.0 22.2 9_73E-04
0.2 22.5
0.4 22.8 9.5

15.9 66.9 3.65E+13

15.5 24.6 9.,
16.0 i

Pilot
E H

G H

0.0 22.7 9.67.E-04 1290 31.9 7.28E+ij
1.0 22.7 I9.67.E-04 1300 32.1 7.23E+13
2.0 22.8 I9.59E-04 1260 31.0 7.44E+13
4.0 22.7 9.1ZE-04 1260 31 .l 7.42E+13
6.0 22.7 9.62E-04 1250 30.9 7.47E+13

10.0 :22.7 9.62E04 1250 30.9 7.47E+13
0.0 22.6 9.64E-04 2190 54.3 228E+13
1.0 22.7 9.8
2.0 22.7 9.E

i2E-04 2150 53.1 2.33E+13
iZE-04 2110 52.1 2.38E+E

4.0 22.6 9.154E-04 2100 52.0 2.39E+E
6.0 22.7 9.e i2E-04 2120 52.4 2.37E+g

10.0 22.7 9.62E-04 2110 52.1 2.38E+c
EC 2 4 32.0 7.79E-04 930 17.5 7.52E+x
GC 2 4 32.0 7.79G04 2110 39.6 2.40E+13
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